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WEATHER
Today:Partly Cloudy/Wind
High 44, Low 30
Saturday: Partly Cloudy/Wind
1-/igh 49, Low 32
Sunday: Partly Cloudy
Hig/150, Low 37
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KA'.PLAN Prepares Juniors for Gra<J,uate School
time. Goehring said.it looks "favorable"
to take the Medical College Admissions
Test (MCAT) once and receive a good
After encountering different situ- score, and the score earned on the Law
ations throughout their three years in School Admissions Test (LSAT) are
college, the Arts and Sciences Junior averaged.
Class ·Board decided to host a meet
"In both instances, it is just better
and greet Wednesday night to provide · to push for the one tiine and n1ake it a
students with the information needed good time with a solid sc<;>re," Goehring
to graduate and apply for Graduate said.
school. ·
The KAPLAN representatives
"We found that, in our own experi- informed the students of their progran1's
ences, we didn't know a lot of answers benefits. They notified the group that
·to a lot of questions we had, like with- . all Howard students receive a student
drawals, what classes to take, etc.," said discount ranging from 30 to 55 percent
Tony Lowry, a junior anthropology as well as a money-back guarantee:
major and treasurer of the board.
Each participant takes a diagnostic
The board decide4 that a nlajor test in the first class. If the score on their
part of the necessary graduation infor- test is below that of their diagnostic, the
mation includes the knowledge of the person is.,given a full refund, unless he
graduate school process.
or she selects the option to study free
Wednesday's meeting provided with KAPLAN for a second time.
students ~th two representatives of
Goehring explained the differences
KAP~ Testing Prep program :who between their program and other test
stressed that testing early is a benefit to preparation programs, bragging that
the process and the student.
teachers· at KAPLAN are selected only
"This semester or over the summer after scoring above the 90 percentile,
is a perfect time to take the test," Missa and said that their preparation will
Goehring, of KAPLAN, told the juniors. extend further than the test itself.
"You really want your fall semester of
"Other test preparations focus on
senior year to focus on writing essays the tricks," Goehring said. "We also
and the rest of the application pro- teach the tricks, but we also teach
cess."
you skills that will be useful in Grad
She also recommended that testSee JUNIORS, Camp.us A5
takers t ry their best to take the test one
BY CHRISTINA M. WRIGHl'

Asst. Campus Editor

Patrkk Jackson· SiafT Photogrophtr

The College of Arts and Sciences Junior Class Board invited juniors to mix and mingle Wednesday night, as well
as to hear from KAPLAN representatives about the necessary graduate and law school entrance exams.

Dental School Offers Free Work
BY RAVINE STROMAN

/

Clothi~g. Line'

Prom.otes Abstinence

Contributing Writer

Marc Henderson, a graduating senior
and Howard dental student, needs help.
. In order for him to graauate he must
pass the State Board exa·ms, and it is
imperative for him to work on as many
moµths as possible.
To aid Henderson, and all other dental students in his position, the College of
Dentistry is offering free dental screenings
for all Howard University students.
"It helps dental students train and
gain experience," Henderson said. "We
are well trained for the procedures that
we do. If a task is too difficult, then the
professor takes over."
Henderson recommends that students
take advantage of the free screenings now,
instead of coming out of their pockets
later.
While some students feel apprehensive
about seeing a dental student as opposed
to a dentist, there are some who are taking
full advantage of the free dental work.
Senior print journalism nlajor Emily
See DENTIST, Campus A5

BY JABARI SMITH

of abstinence," said Jones who
supports the clothing line, but is
unsure if she would wear it. ·
· Aikelslia'"Jone$, sat in front
,V()iiJd not want to proof her Toshiba_ laptop surfing mote s01nething that does not
the, Internet"ip.tently reviewing represent me. I think that if you
a variety oft-shirts. A white baby wear this line it should not be
tee with bold red and black let- worn just because it is fashiontering bearing the slogan "Traffic able, but because it's your lifeControl, Wait for Marriage" cap- style:"
, tured her attention.
Wait \.Year clothing was
Jones, a sophomore fashion founded in October 2002 in Los
1nerchandising major, was look- Angeles and attempts to celing at clothing available for pur- ebrate virginity and encourage
chase at www.waitwear.com-- awareness of abstinence until
-a website dedicated solely to marriage.
clothing promoting abstinence
According to www.\vaituntil marriage.
wear.com, whether you are a
"I think that Wait ·wear teen, young adult, single parent
is using a creative and effec- or born again virgin, Wait Wear
tive marketing strategy to get
See CLOTHING, Campus A5
youth comfortable with the idea
Contributing Writer
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Gillian1-Scnior Phoco 1-: di1or

Jonny Withanachchi perf~rms work on Bonita Walker, a j uni or fi lm maj or.
Dental students w ork on How ard students in preparation for s~ate boards.

ASALH Chapter Moves to Howard
BY DANIELLE DAWKINS
Contributing Writer

To promote research, preserve, interpret and disseminate
information about Black life,
history and culture to the global
community, the Association for
the Study of African-American
Life and History (ASALH)
was founded by Dr. Carter G.
Woodson on Sept. 9, 1915.
A press conference in the
Blackburn Forum was held
to officially charter ASALH at
Howard last Monday.
"It made sense to bring
a chapter to the Mecca," said
Ronald Allen, the president of
the organization and first-year
hist'ory graduate student.
Woodson, also know as the
Father of Black History, foµnd -

.·

ed ASALH to erase the idea that
Blacks had no history or roots
that are not of slavery.
The organization also looks
. at the role of Blacks in Alnerican
history, according to the national president of the organization,
Dr. Sheila Flem1ning, dean of
social sciences and professor of
history at Bethune-Cookman
College.
"It is important that
all Americans look at lessons learned from the past,"
Flemming said at the press conference. "African-American history is American history and ·is
significant when recounting the
making of the United States and
the global community.".
Allen was sworn in as president at the press conference
while junior legal c01n1nunica-

INSl.DE

'

tions major Twanna Hill was
sworn in as vice president, freshman psychology major Shekha
Arrington as secretary and
public history graduate student
Lopez Matthews as treasurer.
"We are co1npelled to make
the Capstone Branch of ASA'.LH,
here on the campus of Howard
University, an. active organization, lasting organization and a
successful organization," Allen
said.
Two historians and Howard
professors involved are Dr.
Richlyn Goddard, professor of
U.S history and E. Ethelbert
Miller, founder and director of
the Ascension Poetry Reading
Series and the director of the
African-American
Resource
Center.
The new organization is
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currently looking to recruit
members. Many students feel
the Association for the Study
of African-American Life and
History is a good organ,ization
to have at Howard University
and look forward to seeing what
impact it has on campus.
"The organization could
teach history about the campus and history about Afiican
Americans,"
said
Brandon
Franklin, a sophomore audio
· production major.
The Association for the
Study of African-American Life
and History will be having an
· Annual Black History Month
Luncheon at Howard University
for their 9oth anniversary on
Saturday, F·eb. 26.
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Who said the
soccer season
was over? ...

Sports...BS
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Do you feel tl1at

the 11niversity
e11courages
students
to practice
absti11ence?
Why or why
11ot?

Jocelyn Thompson
Frcshn1an
Acting
··No, l don't believe
thaL they arc
encouraging abstinence
because some of those
who work for the
university arc handing
out condoms for safe
sex. "
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Graduate, Resident Assistants Share Experiences
•

BY KENDRA TURNER
Contributing Writer

If a student has experienced dorm
life, they most likely haYe had interactions with a graduate a. :sistant, student
assistant or resident assistant. I lowever,
few are familiar with their many duties
and purposes of their presence in the
residence halls.
"Each hall is different," said Roslyn
Douglas, the community director for the
Harriet Tubman Quadrangle (The Quad).
The general structure of Residence Life is
the dean, the assistant dean, community
director, graduate assistants, residence
h2 ll staff assistants anc. resident assis- ·
tan ts.
The graduate assistant is a graduate
student who is responsible for the entire
residence and represents the community
director in his or her absence.
English major and GA in the Quad
Shamecca Williams describes her job as
"hectic and time consuming" and said
her role is "to be a resource for residence
assistants and residents in dorms."
'"Whatever information needs to be
disse1ninated [by Residence Lif~J. I make
sure it gets out," she said.
Additionally, the GA has on·call
duties to assist in case of an emergency,
give information to the campus police
in the case of an incident and fills out
incidence reports, coordinates ResFest
and selects students to be a part of the
Residence Hall Council.
Williams feels her job is rewarding
because of her interaction with the residents who are from different places.
She has also built close bonds with
many of the residence assistants.
Freshman print journalism major
l\felanie Chambliss is a member of the
Tubman Quadrangle Residence Hall
council and works closely with \\Tillian1s
"Although [GAs] don't seem as prominent, they do a lot of behind the scenes
work," Chambliss said.
Since the GA cannot keep an eye on
every resident, resident assistants, who
live on every floor, are responsible for
immediate contact with residents.
RAs also distribute information fron1
residence life and submit weekly reports

d

g.'1.1rh:nt Ila" 1hron<"· 't•fT l"hoto.::r•rhrr

l'sys Caffey, a sophomore radio, TV a nd
lo Residence Life that address observalions on their floor.
Like the GAs, RAs have to be on
call in case of an emergency. Since the
RAs li\'c on the floors with the residents,
they tend to have closer ties with the
students.
"Residence A'isistants are the most
in1portantpersons on staff\\ithin respecti'·e halls." Douglass said.
I'sys Caffey, a sophomore radio, TV
and film 1najor and an RA in the Tubman
Quad realizes the importance of her position.
"I know I am a caretaker, not a parent, but if [the residents] need something, they should be able to come l'O me,"

film major, is a reside nt assistant in the Tubman Quadrangle.
Caffey said. "It docs haYe its challenges,
"[The job] helps as far as developing
but I would like to do it again next year." leadership and personal skills," Williams
Student assistants have the same said.
responsibilities as RAs, but are housed in
Freshman marketing major Titilola
upperclassmen dorms .
Laosebikan said her RA helped her in
'"They deal with a more mature numerous ways.
population,'' said Dean of Residence Life
kl can honestly say that I relate to
Charles Gibbs.
n1y RA because she has been with 1ne
\Vhen Residence Life looks to hire through the good, the bad and the ugly,"
GAs SAs and RAs, Gibbs said the typl of Laosebikan said. "Over rhe past few
persons they seek arc "looking for self- months she has become 1nortc than an
development as far as inner leadership RA to me, [she's] a friend."
skills and action players that get out and
have fun with residents."
Both Caffey and Williams agree that
these are qualities that people that hold
their positions must possess.

Members Praise Contributions of Choir Director
"\Vhen you hear Cliff, you know
that he is real about his
music," said Vanessa
On l\1onday evenings, there is a Grant, a sophomore
sweet anointing that leaps through the biology major. "It's
walls of the Human Ecology building not about getting
and grabs you as you walk by. Its anoint- attention. It's
ing is found in the melodic ministry of about making
the Howard 'Gniversity Gospel Choir led people want
by Clifton Ross III, a 20-year-old soph- to appreciomore music business major.
ate music
A Detroit native, Ross joined the for what it
. ,.
gospel choir during his freshmen year. IS.
A year later, he was promoted to choir
Other
director.
students
"I'm blessed," Ross said. '"En•1)'day that hnve
is music. My time is split equally worked
between Howard Gospel Choir and with Ross
R.E.A.L (Radically E 1couragcd .About respect him
Life)."
for his proCurrently, Ross is working \\ith fessionalism
R.E .A.L. on various showcases and and dedicarecording demos. The group is commit- tion to choir.
ted to sharing the gospel with the world,
"Cliff is a
which is the most important thing to \'cry gifted young
Ross.
man," said Lindsay
\Vhile he is also gifted in classical J'>rdan, a senior politiand jazz nlusic, he hopes to shine in the cal science and choir mementertainment industry through singing ber. "His ability to lead the choir
urban gospel music.
afkr being a member for one year is
BY SHAYNA RUDD
Contributing Writer

Cinnamon l)'Jcr
Freshnrnn
Acting
"No. because the
policies anti rules that
arc set make students
want to rebel anti light
the powers that be. If
the rules weren't so
strict it" ouldn ·1• crc.ttc
that need to be scxu.illy
acti\'c.

amazing."

Cliff bas been over the choir, the atmoGraduate student of reli- sphere bas changed tremendously,"
gious
studies
Jeffrey Corry said. "I am glad, because I feel
Com• said that Ross is that the present members are receivall about family and ing the truth in their guidance through
unity in the body ministry, and that is something I didn't
of Christ. He feels receive when I was a member."
that not only
Freshmen international business
has the le\'el ot major l\'1onique Hawkins-\Vhite said
RC1ss' ministrv what makes Ross such a talented direcbeen elevat- tor is his abilit} to educate the choir
ed since last members about music. \Vhite feels that
year, but the aspect of directing is whnt man} choirs
level of com- lack.
n1itment to
"Cliff has taught n1e so nu1ch about
being a true music in addition to making me have
fam ily in the some fun," she said. "He is truly on
body of Christ another level."
as well.
Ross, who believes C\'ery ministry
''While on campus n1ust come together in order
to be servants of God, is com1nit"•• """'°' ,.,... ted to bringing How:1rd together as
Cliff Ross 111, a
a family. He is making his n1ark by
sophomore music
listening to the voice of God and
bus iness major,
completing his callings without compreaches the word of
plaints.
God through s inging and
"I pray everyday that God's
serving as the director of the
will be done in my life," Ross said.
Howard University Gos pel Choir.
M\Vhen you gi\'e it to Hin1, His work
is revealed."

Graduate School
Christian Gibbs
Sophomore
Acting
"No I don't tee! that the
uni\'crsity is 1naking
a strong enough effort
to pro1notc abstinence.
The only place I've
heard it is in chapel.

Events
Thursday and Friday. February 10-11, 2005
RESPONSIBLECONDVCl'OI RESEARCH (RCR)

College of :Mechdnc Auditorium, Rm 3019
8 a.m. to 1 p.m
Call 806-4676 fen- more information

Proposals for the Dcaf\Vomc.n & HIV/AIDS in Africa Conference June io-12,
2005 at the Gallaudet Unhen'-ity Kellogg Centc1 are still being accepted. For
more infonnatio l \ isit www.deafafrlcanwomen.org

Tuesday, April 12, 2005
The Graduate Research Sy1nposium will be held on Tuesday. April 12.
2005. in the Blackburn Center. Call 806-6800/6156 for n1orc infon nation.
Proposals for the Deaf \Vo1nen & HIV/AIDS in Africa Confe rl'ncc on June
10-12, 2005. at the Gallaudet Uni\'ersity ·s Kellogg Center, arc ~till being
accepted. For 1norc inforrnation. visit \\'\V\V.deafafricanwomcn.org.
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Hip-Hopper Shows Amor Through Music
BY BRIDGETIE GINYARD
Contributing Writer

Her words and rhymes echo
through the halls of Meridian
Hill Hall on a not-so-quiet night.
There's a humanistic aspect of
hip-hop that shines through
Amanda "Amor" Porter, a sophomore business management
major from Atlanta.
"I started listening to hiphop when I was having a hard
time dealing with a lot of shallow people in life," Porter said.
"It was the realest thing around
me, and it Has almost like my
best friend."
Porter threw herself into
the arms of the hip-hop culture,
shifting from spoken word to
rhyining and perfecting the art
of freestyle rap.
Porter says that her stage
name, Amor, reflects the obligation she feels to the world ... Love
is what I want to represent as a
person and as an artist, because
it is something that is lacking in
the world of hip-bop," she said.
She emphasized that some
hip-bop artists forget to reflect
themselves in their music.
"I want to be a blessing to
each and every person in my life.

Right now, I feel like the most
important thing in my life is my
relationship with God."
As a developing artist,
Porter is working on developing
an impeccable freC'style. To her,
that is the sign of true artistry,
and many people forget that.
"I've been writing poetry
since I was young, but eight
months ago I started writing
rhymes and free-styling, which
is one of the most important elements of rapping. Once I perfect
that, then I can really put myself
out there. I'm really a baby in
the MC industry, and I am still
developing and evolving."
Her strong moral charactC'r
can be attributed to her supportive mother, who initially
criticized her love for the art, but
later gave her blessings when she
quietly overheard her daughter
rapping with her friends.
"Once she heard me, she
realized how much I love rapping, and now she fully respects
what I do," Porter said. "She is
the main person I need appro\ al
from."
Although she has a support
network, she is not signed to
a label or working with a specific producer. In her case, it
•

j

is all about development, and
then showcasing your talent to
others.
"Business comes first," she
said. "Once I have a business
plan, then I will eventually want
to join a label."
The subject matter of her
rhymes reflects the element of
personal struggle that many
people suppress.
''The music tells a story of
its own," Porter said. "It is really
hard to say that I write about
specific things. But a lot I write
about are personal struggles in
life that have led me to be me
right now. There are things that
I have never been able to say
about myself that I am able to
say through my music."
Friends such as Dana
Downs, a sophomore international business major, describe
Amanda with colorful words.
"Amanda is an extremely
innovative and creative person,"
Downs said. "Her talent shines
through her words in a wa} that
forces you to appreciate the art
of spoken word and hip-hop. ·
Porter possesses a distinct
aura of self-confidence and
motivation.
"Growing up, I went through

•
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BY SHANAE L. HARRIS
Contnbutmg Wnter

~tark Kina· S1arr Photograrhrr

Sophomore business management major Amanda Porter
finds refuge in the art of rap and feels obligated to spread
love through a professional music career.

the phases of fitting in. but I have
learned that everyday is a process of growing," Porter said. "I
will be myself regardless of what
anyone else says. Sometimes, as

•

an artist, I find myself being•shy
because I am my biggest critic,
but I have to remind myself that
if I work hard, I will have the
potential to be a great artist."

•

FRESHMEN SPEAK: :
Wh~t was your worst .rootMtnate·experie.,ce a.,d.how did
"Last semester, I came back from class and
there \Vere like six guys in m} room playing
Madden on my T.V. and laying on my
bed. I certainly did not kno'v half of them
•
either. I was straight trippin', I talked to 1ny
roommate about the situation and everything
is cool now."

Kyle Burnett, undecided
"Me and my roommates have not had
any problems, we are cool."

..Whenever m) roommate played E-40 really
loud. I resolved the problem by talking to him,
asking him to turn it down.

"\Vhcn nly roomn1ate alway~ used to
use my printer without my pennission,
since then I moved out due to other
problen1s. \Ve also talked about it and
now everything is cool."

Marcus Miller, marketing

Ashlie Russell, accounting
"He \Vas gay and \Veird,
that's \Vhy l had no choice
but to 1nove out."

Arlandus Hood, psychology

·'\Ve had our times in the past, some 1 rather not
discuss, but aaer we talked about it we are getting
along in our own ways"

Sharna Smith, child development

DJ Johnson, accounting

"1-Iis dirty drawers were always on the
lloor. since then I talked to hirn about the
problem and it has not con1c up again ..,

you ha.,dle it?

··we got into a argument over
something silly, and it was never
resolved."

Lindsey \Voods, television
production

..My worst experience would have to be the
odor that comes from my roo1nmate 's side of the
room. I dealt with it by speaking to my Residence
Assistant."
~farquita

Douglas, psychology

Otto Staohvorth, agriculture
"My roommate was overly loud and over
bearing, since then I moved out and we are
cool."

"Not respecting 1ny sleep time. I dealt with it by
talking to m} R.A."

AUexthca Carter, psychology

Ravee Selby, physical therapy

Compiled by Megan Schley

A Moment in Howard's History:
HUSA, Students Boycott Coca-Cola Products
The Howard University
Student Association boycotted
Coca-Cola products on campus
in November of 1985.
Students were upset that
Coca-Cola had
48 plants
throughout Africa, many of
which were in South Africa,
exploiting blacks through apartheid.
'"Coke machines shouldn't
be on campus, .. said Steve X,
project director for HUSA in
1985.
"We should put a sign on
them. If that doesn't work we
should move them off... get them
off our campus. We must be the
leaders."
Today, HUSA still remains
a vehicle for student activism on
the Howard University campus.
At the beginning of 20042005 academic year, HUSA held
a silent protest in front of the
Financial Aid Office in response
to student complaints regarding
customer service.
"HUSA is an organization
of the people and we promote

change whether it's through agi- tion," Henry said.
tation or through negotiation
At the end of February,
or through working together," HUSA is hosting ··Action Speaks
said Conrad \Voody, president Week," a week of activities focusof BUSA and senior political sci- ing on educating people about
ence major.
the political syste1n.
HUSA also took an active
"The biggest situation right
role during the national election now has been local governments
season by educating students getting HU students to underon issues concerning the black stand the political process and
community such as education, our role in the political process,"
healthcare, and the war in Iraq. Henry said.
"We have to make issues
Although HUSA remains
particular to student bodv, how a vehicle for student activism,
does it l'ffect them and then tai- their approach to issues has
lor our message accordingly," changed.
HUSA Vice President Freda
"Our motto for this year is
Henry, a senior English major, redefining the Howard experisaid.
ence through proactive leaderMore recently, HUSA took ship," Woody said. "Rather than
an active role in addressing the waiting for something to hapissue of students in the School pen, start now."
of Divinity not having 24-hour
When referring to the HUSA
security.
·
of 1985, Henry said, "I think
By having meetings with back in the day they took a reacPresident Patrick H. Swygert, tive approach.
Dr. Franklin D. Chambers and
Henry added "We certainly
students, HUSA was able to approach things differently but
achieve the students· goal of 24- we are still functioning in the
hour security.
same vain."
"As BUSA representatives
we are that liaison between the
students and the administra-

Professor Tony Medina
is one of Howard's most
intriguing and admired professors.
\Videly known for his
creative writing workshop
class, Medina is seen as a
unique professor who uses
his strong creativity and
comedy to inspire his students.
Medina,
who
also
teaches humanities and
freshman composition, has
been a part of the Howard
family for aln1ost two years
now, after being hired as the
assistant professor of creative writing.
"Of all the classes I
teach, I like creati,·e writing
the most because I can be
more spontaneous,., Medina
said.
The word spontaneous
is indeed a word often used
by students when describing Medina.
·'[He] is the most uninhibited teacher I've ever
encountered," said senior
English
maJor
Daniel
Nunley. "He reminds me
that, of all the things that
have to have constrictions,
my writing doesn"t have to.~
11edina also sees himself as a different type of
professor than most. When
asked what he felt made him
different than other professors, l\1edina replied, 1'm
young, I'm an artist, and
I'm a revolutionary thinker.
I share sin1ilar pop culture
with students, and I'm very
blatant and to the point:·
!lledina is also very blatant about the love he has
for his students. "I Jove th<'
energy, idealism and poluntial influence that students
have,.. he said. ~1edin'.l sees
his teaching like he sees his
writing: "as a mission and a
way to politicize."
In his creative writing
workshop, students ::ire subjected to what ~ledina likes
to call his Mboot camp for
writer-;," where students
have a chanCl' to put together creative poetry, fiction,
non-fiction and both children's and adult literature.
"~Jy creative writing
classes have been huge and
my students have acco111plished so many things and
produced so many wonderful works," 1ledina s.tid.
Some of thes<' things include
a radio show called .. the
workshop" in which. once
a month, students from the
class are able to share their
creative pieces on-air and
in poetry and film festivals
that are citywide.
"Many of my students
have gone on to publish
their O\\ll manuscripts and
anthologies, and even started their own creative writing workshops from mine,"
Medina added.
l\1ost of these successes come from l\1edina's
strong will to push his students as far as they can go.
"He expects his students to
reach the goals he sets, but
that's cool because it opens
up your untapped poten·
tial," said Phillip Murray, a
senior telecommunication
management major.
Kristin Harris, a senior
English nlajor agreed. "'[He]
00

See MEDINA, News A5
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Meet and Greet Informs Students

Students Reject Free Cleanings

J UNIORS, from Campus A1

DENTIST, from Campus A 1

school."
Students were satisfied by
the KAPLAN presentation and
the provided information.
"I thought it was good,"
said Keisa Travis, a junior history major. "I've nP\, •r heard of
KAPLAN before, because I'm
a transfer student. It's nice to
know you can go son1ewhere to
help you practice the test scores
for grad school."
Michele Watkins, president
of the junior class board, said
the board woutd be holding
more meetings with presentations from other test preparation programs including The
Princeton Review.
"We want to give the students equal information," said
Watkins, a junior psychology
major. "Each place is going to
give a presentation that puts
them at the top, but we want to
give the students enough information to make a choice."
The board provided attend-

Ann Brown recently had two
root canals, three cavities and
an implant taken care of at the
Howard College of Dentistry.
"I would recommend it lo anyone," Brown said. "l\.1y dentist is reliable, friendly and
is relatable. It's a part of the
student health plan and, as a
student, I believe everyone
should take advantage of it."
Breea Charles, a junior public
relations major, feels comfortable whenever she goes to the
College of Dentistry. She has
had se,·eral cavities filled there.
"There's nothing to worry
about," Charles said. "The professor is on hand to assist at
all times. The student dentist is going to make sure that

ees with a packet that ga,•e
information on such subjects
as required classes and withdrawals. Watkins told of how
she learned dropping a class
and receiving a '·W," although
it should be done sparingly,
should not be feared. She added
one piece of advice.
"Check what you are told
by advisors," Watkins said. '"I'm
not trying to question anyone's
competenc}, but I kitO\\ a lot

of seniors who thought they
were 'graduating seniors,' and
now they're not graduating anymore because they are missing
a class.~
Students felt the meet and
greet was informative to even
the sophomores in attendance.
'"The} gave a lot of information and answers to all the
questions I had in mind," said
Cheikhme Aidara, a sophomore
biology major.

Wear Says 'Wait for Marriage'
CLOTHING, from Campus A1

will help serve as a reminder
to the commitment individuals
have made to remain celibate
until marriage.
Sophomore political science
major Chad Williams-Bey thinks
Wait Wear will be successful
despite all the media attention
on sex before marriage.
"Most clothing Jines that
promote positive ntessages tend
to be overlooked because )f the
large negative influence that the
media has on popular culture,"
said Bey who said he would
wear the clothing line because it
makes a statement.
"As a male, it's out of the
norm to promote abstinence,
especially on Howard's hormone
driven-campus. "\Vait \Vear's in-your-face
messages and trendy designs are
seemingly growing in popularity
across the globe, as the company
is now gearing up for the ~1agic

l\.1arketplace Show, the fashion
industry's premiere purchasing
event held this m,onth in Las
Vegas.
Wait Wear, with an emphasis on teens and young adults, is
hoping to attract retailers such
as Urban Outfitters and Hot
Topic, as well as small specialty
stores. However, the question
remains whether or not the \Vait
\Vear trend will reach Howard
in the way that the Uppity Negro
craze has.
Freshman
architecture
major Jonathan Nichols said
that Wait Wear may alienate
people on Howard's campus
more than anything else.
"Now more than ever, I think
Wait Wear would be popular on
Howard's campus because of the
Lenten season," Nichols said.
""But I ho1wstlv don't think that
many people, especially guys,
will try to represent something
that they are not about."
Some females have a few

qualms about sporting the clothing line.
"I don't think that I would
wear \Nail \Vear because it
seems a little corny," said sophomore international business
major Joi Gladman. "I think
that Wait Wear is just another
fad that \\ill not have a lasting
impact on today's youth. Sex is
just too prevalent amongst our
voung people."
Sophomore political science
maJOr Lynda Lloyd is more optimistic about the impact \Vait
Wear clothing could have at
Howard.
··If more people wear this
clothing line, I think that it
would bring up conversation
about abstinence and celibacy
which would help to counteract
what we arc bombarded ";th
b) popular culture," said Lio) d.
"I Iopefully people will get into
the habit of waiting until mar.
"
nage.

your mouth is right before they
send you out. My dentist had
to take a test on me, once, so
he had to bring his 'A' g<l)Tie."
Son1e students are willing to
give it a chance but don't want
to have any ntedication administered to them.
Whitney Teal, a freshman
print journalism n1ajor, said she
wouldn't feel comfortable having a cavity filled.
'"If I were to ease into it by
starting .1ff with a cleaning and
working my way up, I would feel
more comfortable," Teal said.
"The fact that it's free doesn't
change the fact that ifs a student working in my mouth."
Clarence Dortch, a junior
administration of justice major,
said he doesn't trust a dentist
who does not yet have their cer-

tificalion.
"I don't want to be anyone's
guinea pig," Dortch said.
Other students insist on
going home to sec their personal
dentist.
Brian Washington, a sophomore acting major, makes frequent trips to Harrisburg, Penn.
for cleanings and checkups.
"It's nice to know that free
dental is available," Washington
said. "I'd feel safe getting a
cleaning, but as far as getting a
filling and other major dental
work done, I think I'll make that
trip home."
The College of Dentistry is
conducting free screenings until
April. Students who are interested in receiving dental treatment
can contact Marc Henderson at
202 832-4845.

Professor Spawns Creative Students
MEDINA, from Campus A4

inspires creativity you didn't
even know you had."
Medina has many goals for
his students to achieve upon
leaving his class. "I would like
to get them to make reading a
part of their lives and lo study
beyond just the university
requirements," he said. "I want

l""
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and society, to be informed, and
to think criticallv
. and independently."
Medina strives to help his
students become hopeful activists that believe in themselves
and achieve their goals.
When he gets time to himself, Medina says he enjoys writing, reading and doing poetry
readings and lectures. "I'm

.

or a writing," he said.
\Vhether it's writing, teaching, or bringing comedy to the
classroom, Tony Medina is a
unique professor to any student
who encounters him. "Students
have the power to change society,
and this country, from becoming
an oppressive dominating force,
so they should do it."

~~~~
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" Students have the power to change society, and this country, from becoming an oppressive
dominating force, so they should do it," said To ny Medina, a professor of humanities, creative w riting and f reshmen composition.
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LAW• SKILLS • VALUES
1

A

ny la'\v school can teach you to "think like a la,vyer. But \Vill
you learn the sl<ills you need to th riYe in today's compe titive a nd
global legal marketplace? Hofstra University Sc h ool of Law is 11atio n ally recognized for the talent of its faculty and its expertise in skills training and professional responsibili ty.
'

A n1ong oth er progranis ancl op1101·tunities:
•Hofstra Ul\\' School is the 1\1>rthcast
Regional Center for the National
Institute for Trial 1\c.lvocacy, the leading
pro\' id er of advanced training for
litigators.
•\\coffer an extraordinary selection of
sitnulation-ba::.ed tra1ning.cxternships
and hvcclicn1 clinics.
;

• \\ c have unique interdisciplinary
progra1ns bringing together rnl'dical,
psrchological and legal experts under
the Center for Children, f arnilics and
the La"v and our Child 1\dvocacy Clinic.

•\\'c arc hon1c to the Center for I .cgal
Advocac); the Institu te lor th e Study
of Legal Eth ics. and the Institute
for the Studv of Conflict Transfonnation,
'
prornoting cutting-edge scholarship
and innovative traini ng in trial a nd
appellate practice, profcssional
rcsponsibilit), and alternative
dispute n.'solution.
•\Ve offer cxtraordinar) experiences
in international and con1parativc la'\v
through our su1nn1er progra1ns in
I\ ice, France, and Sydney. Australia,
and our\\'inter progn.un on the
Caribbean island or Curac;ao.
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Bush Urges End to Racism,
History Month
BY KEVIN HARRIS
Nation & World Editor

President Bush welcon1ed Black leaders to
the White House Tuesday and said as the nation
celebrates Black history month, the United States
cannot effectively promote freedom abroad if
it continues to hold "the baggage of bigotry" at
home. Bush made his remarks in a ceremony celebrating black histo•y month. The event marked
the second time Bush bas made an effort to reach
out to the African-American com1nunity sine'!
winning re-election.
Last month, Bush met with the Congressional
Black Caucus and vowed to work with the group
on its agenda for closing racial disparities, fighting HIV/AIDS in the Black community, and
securing more economic opportunity for the poor.
Activists Dorothy Height, the great great grandson of Frederick Douglas, Frederick Douglas IV,
actress Cicely Tyson and members of the original
Tuskegee Airmen attended Tuesday's event.
During his speech, Bush harked back on
many of the themes from his inaug1ral address,
in which he vowed to help spread freedon and
democracy across the globe.
"As I said in my inaugural address, we cannot carry the message of freedom and the baggage of bigotry at the same time," Bush said.
"Success of freedom on the home front is critical
to its success in foreign lands."
Bush spoke ofthe importance of Black History
Month and said it is important for today's children to understand this nation's past struggles
with granting equality to all its citizens.
"It is important that our children know that
there was a time in their nation's history when
one in every seven human beings was the property of another," Bush said. " ..We need to teach
them about the heroes of the civil rights movement, who bv
. their courage and dignity forced
America to confront the central defect of our
founding."
The president also noted how discrimination did not end with the abolition of slavery.
"Americans were still barred by Jaw from hotels
and restaurants, made to drink from separate
water fountains, forced to sit in the back of
a bus, and all because of the color of their

I
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As President Bush sat next to Dr. Dorothy I. Height, he called for an end to bigotry Tuesday
in a Black History Month Ceremony from the White House.

skin," Bush said. Bush also highlighted legislation he signed in 2003, which created the
National Museum of African-American History
and Culture. The museum will work within the
Smithsonian Institution. President Bush said
he and First Lady Laura Bush made a personal
donation to the building of the 1nuseum, but
the White House declined to disclose the exact
amount of the contribution.
In other \\'hite House news, President Bush
announced \Vednesday that political mastermind Karl Rove, "iJI become a deputy chief of
staff for the second tem1. Rove will help to coordinate don1estic policy, economic policy, homeland securilv and national securitv. Democrats
criticized the move, saying Rove i~ too inexperienced to take on this task.

"Empowering Rove in this way shows that
Bush cares more about politica; positioning than
honest policy discussions," said outgoing DNC
chairman Terrence McAuliffe in a statement.
"Bush knows that Rove is neither an economic
nor a national security expert. He is simply an
ideological strategist who has a history of bending the truth and usmg dirty tricks to get his
wav. "
The \i\'hite House dismissed the criticism
and said Rove has more policy experience than
most in the public think. Administration officials also noted, that Rove wiJI only coordinate
policy councils and said responsibility for security matters will go to other chief's of staff who
are more qualified.

BY MERCEDES WHITE
Contributing Writer

Rosa Parks spearheaded the
Montgomery Bus Boycott on
December 1, 1955 when she was
arrested for refusing to give up
her seat to a White man on a
crowded city bus.
At the time, Parks was a 42year-old seamstress. living in
Montgomery, Ala. The city had
a municipal Jaw requiring Black
citizens to be separated from
While citizens on city buses.
Despite the fact each paid the
same price for a ride, Blacks
were required to sit in the back
of buses, while Whites could ride
up front.
"When you wanted to ride
the t.1ontgomery Transit Line!>
Bus and ) ou were Black you had
to get on the front of the bus
and you put your din1e in the
slot, you would then get back
off the front of the bus and walk
around the side door to get back
on," said Dr. Russell Adams,
Chairman of the Afro-American
Studies Department at Howard
University.
On this particular day, Parks
was tired from a long days work
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and wanted to sit comfortably Rosa Park's arrest for refusing to give up her bus seat sparked the Montgomery Bus Boycott.
while she rode the bus home.
The bus began to fill, and when
this happened Blacks were often
labor unions, social organizations and women's pany receipts from the lime show that 90 percent
expected to give up their seats to Whites even if groups were all supportive of the movement.
of Blacks who usually rode the buses decided
it meant Whites had to sit in the area designated
"There were other boycotts that took place to participate in the boycott. The l\1IA also
for blacks. When bus driver James F. Blake told before Montgon1e11 but the difference was issued three den1ands for the rity to 1neet before
Parks he would have her arrested if she didn't that they saw the advantage of the boycott in the boycott would be called off, and they were:
move and make room for a White patron, she Montgo1nery beC'.iuse of reasonable calculations," Blacks would not ride the bus until bus drivers
simply said, "You may do that.''
,said l\Iorris. In l\1ontgomery 60 percent of alJ gave them _t>olite treatment. Segregation nlust be
With those four words, Parks ignited a boy- passengers riding the buses were Black. meaning abolisl1ed on buses and re,Placed by a first come
cott that would go on to last 381 days with the the industrv would suffer a tren1endous financi~ I first serve policy, and Black bus drivers were to
Supreme Court ultimately n11ing in 1956 that blow if Bl~cks suddenly decided to stop riding be employed by the city.
segregation on public buses is unconstitutional. the buses.
Blacks decided to walk, car pool, take cabs
Par)Q; also became a central figure in the event
After hearmg about Parks' arrest and the sub- and even ride nlules as a way to get to work and
that many credit with officially starling the Civil sequent actions being taken in response, several
continue support for the boycott. The city tried
Rights Move1nent, which changed the social land- community leaders decided to meet and devise to make it harder for Blacks taking cabs to and
scape of this country forever.
a plan to boycott the buses. Dr. Martin Luther from work and created a law requiring cabs to
"It [The Montgomery Bus Boycott] was the . King, Jr., E.D. Nixon, Ralph Abernathy, H.H.
charge 45-cents instead of the regular 10-cents
introduction to the Civil Rights Movement for the Hubbard and l\ts. \. \V. \'\Test lead the meeting.
a ride.
nation." said Dr. Greg Carr, an African American
Parllcipants decided to form "The
Eventually the leaders of the movement decidstudies professor at Howard University. "It [The 1vlontgo1ncry Improven1ent Association (l\IIA)"
ed to file a federal suit against the l\.1ontgo1nel} 's
Montgomery Bus Boycott] captured the imagina- and voted to name Dr. King the leader of th••
segregation law' and finally on Dec. 20, i956 the
tion of the nation. It was a very difficult type of organization. Immediately the group sprang into
court sent a mandate to Montgomery stating that
protest and happened at the right time in regards action, distributing literature telling Blacks not to
segregation on buses was illegal.
to what was important in the country."
ride the buses and to find other 1neans to get to
Many historians now say the l\Iontgomery
Dr. Lorenzo Morris, chair of the Political work and travel around town.
Bus Boycott was very instrumental because it
Science Department at Howard University said
The boycott began on Dec. 5 and bus con1- captured the attention of the entire nation.

'

Sex Allegations
Hurting Bill_
Cosby's Image
BY MEGAN SCHLEY
Contributing Writer

Recent news of a sexual encounter between
fan1ed comedian Bill Cosbv and a former Temple
University employee is hurting Cosby's stature
ainong fans and 'he African-An1eric1n con1munity.
manv Howard Students sav.
The woman. 31-year:old Andrea Constand,
told Canadian authorities Cosby touched her
breast and placed her hands on his genitals in an
encounter that took place one year ago in Cosby's
Pennsvlvania mansion.
C~nstand told investigators she was invited
back lo Cosby's home after having dinner at a local
restaurant. While there, Constand says she complained of a headache and h 1t Cosby gave her pills
to take for the pain.
After taking the pills, Constand said she felt
dizzy and now only recalls waking up at 4 a.m. with
her clothing in disarray and her bra undone.
The case has been handed over to authorities in
Pennsylvania, who have since concluded there was
sexual contact between Cosby and Constand. All
that is left to detern1ine, authorities say, is whether
or not the encounter was consensual.
Although the investigation has not been concluded and no charges have been filed, Howard
students Sa} the news of the encounter between
Cosby, who has been married for 41 years, and
another woman is enough to taint their perception
of one of Black Alncrica's heroes.
.Junior biology pre-med major Claudia \\.'bite
said, '"Honestly, when I first heard it, I was really
surprised because a lot of people look up to him
and, in most of his characters, he portrays wholesome Black n1en."
Other students say the public should not be so
quick to jump to conclusions and should give Cosby
a chance to defend himself '"Bill Cosbv should not
be pre-judged ...we should wait for nlore evidence
before casting judgment," said Anuska St. louis, a
senior legal comn1unications ni.tjor.
Cosbv's defenders also urge caution in judging
the con1~dian. ~lany arc seeking to cast doubt on
his accuser's story, noting that she waited a year
before filing a complaint. Constand said she waited
because of concerns over her employment wi.th
Te1nple University, wher<' Cosby is an alumnus and
often spends time on campus attending different
events.
"I did not report the incident immediately
because I was concerned thut it might affect my
standing at Temple University,· said Constand in a
state1nent released to the press.
Constand's parents also came to their daughter's defense and said that Cosh) was once considered a" great friend" by their fa1nily.
"Cosby was a great friend and n1entor; my
daughter has been left shattered by his betrayal,"
said Andy Constand, the alleged victim's father.
"S01netin1es people make bad choices and he
(Cosby) ob\iously did ..Justice has to prevail."
Cosby is cooperating \~ith the investigation and
,\BC News reports the actor met '''ith law enforcen1ent officials last month to tell his side of the
ston.
·cosbv's account of the encounter is verv similar
to Const~nd's storv, a source close to the i~vestiga
tion told ABC Ne\~S. A decision on whether or not
charges will be filed against Cosby is expected in
the coming days.
The District Attorney handling the case, Bruce
L. Castor Jr., said at a press conference that Cosby
is presun1ed innocent until proven otherwise and
that the evidence he has seen may tilt the investigation in Cosb\ 's favor.
"He (C~sby) is presun1ably innocent and can
come and go as he pleases.. .! think the factors such
as failure to disclose in a timely manner and contacts with the alleged perpetrator after the event
are factors that weigh toward Cosby."
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Is Iran the Next Stop in the War .on Terror?
the Iranians seem lo be moving toward
living up to those obligations, and we'll
just monitor and continue those discusEarlier this month in his State of sions," said Rice this week to reporters
the Union Address, President Bush in Belgium.
painted a broad vision for spreading
The decision to only ''monitor" disliberty and democracy throughout the cussions between the Europeans and
world, particularly the ~fiddle East.
Iran prompted many to speculate that
The president laid out his strat- the administration believes European
egy for stabilizing Iraq in the aftennath diplomacy with Iran will ulli1nately fail,
of historic elections and described the leaving no choice other than the use of
work still to be done in Afghanistan, military force to dis1nantle Iran's nuclewhere U.S. forces toppled the Taliban in ar ambitions.
2001. However, what had pundits and
"The strategy of the United States is
military analysts buzzing in the wake of to hope that t!le Europeans can't deliver
Bush's speech was his rhetoric on Iran, on some things Iran wants,·· said Shireen
which the president has already dubbed Hunter, to the San Francisco Chronicle.
a part of an "axis of evir along with Iraq Hunter is an Iran .1nalyst at the Center
and North Korea.
for Strategic and Internatimial Studies.
"Today Iran remains the world\ "The administration is expectin~ that,
primary state sponsor of terror, pur- by late spring or summer the European
•
suing nuclear weapons while depriv- track will fail."
If negotiations fail, the U.S. hus
ing its people of the freedom they seek
and deserve," Bush said. " ... and to the signaled it would first push for U.N.
Iranian people, I say tonight: As you sanctions before considering a military
stand for your own liberty, America strike. However, when asked by reportstands with you."
ers rather or not that means a military
This statement, as well as remarks invasion is off the table, President Bush
made by top administration official-. would only say that he will not take any
following the address, prompted n1an) option off the table.
to wonder if the fight against terrorism
Another <>ign the administration
is beginning to slowly shift from Iraq to may be weighing a military strike is its
Iran where relations have been strained ref11sal to challenge media reports sugsince the ove1throw of the Shah regime gesting U.S. com1nandos have secretly
in the 1980s.
entered Iran and have been conducting
The United States has been increas- spy missions since last summer. Even
ingly critical of Iran since 2002. Bush with the administration's refusal to rule
Administration officials have also faced out a military Shike, many are skeptisome criticism for not entering dip- cal the United States could launch an
lomatic negotiations currently tak- attack on Iran.
ing place between Iran and European
"Iran is three ti1nes the size of Iraq,
Nations. On her first trip to Europe the terrain is rougher, and at this point,
since becoming Secretary of State, the United States can not risk a preCondoleezza Rice expressed support emptive war with another country,"
for the Iran negotiations but declined said Garner Gollatz, a research analyst
Europe's invitation to become more for the Saban Center for Middle East
involved in the talks.
Policy at the Brookings Institution.
"We continue to be in con1pletely "The idea of milital) air strikes on susclose consultation with the Europeans pected nuclear sites are a definite posabout how it is going, about whether sibility, however they are uncertain of
progress is being made, about whether where the nuclear weapons are."
BY FOLASADE MOONSAMMY

Contributing Writer

With 150,000 troops bogged down
in Iraq, the U.S. may have no other
choice but to use air strikes if it were
to confront Iran using force. The problem with this, as Gollatz noted, is that
America does not know where all the
nuclear sites arc located.
Also, air strikes increase the probability that the U.S. will kill innocent
civilians, which 1nay cause more antiAmerican senti1ncnt to spread throughout the Middle East. Not to mention,
the international community is still
somewhat frachued over America's
pre-emptive invasion of Iraq, where no
weapons of mass destruction have been
found.
· Even so, some think Iran may be
different because the country is suspected of supporting insurgents fighting in Iraq. "We have a greater cause
for going to war with Iran than we
did with Iraq," said Dr. John Davis, a
political science professor at Howard
University.
'"The U.S. has sent warnings to Iran
telling them to stop allowing Hezbollah
and Iranian revolutionaries from entering southern Iraq. The U.S. may be able
to justify unilateral air strikes but they
know it will be a violation of international law," he said.
The development of nuclear
weapons in Iran has been under critical examination by the International
Atomic Energy Agency (I.A.E.A) over
the past couple of months. The l.A.E.A
however, believes Iran is !'laving a massive amount of technical problems in
developing there nuclear weapons.
Analysts also believe that it will probably be between three to five years
b~fore Iran can even develop a nuclear
warhead.
Iran continues to deny U.S. allegations that their nuclear program is
for building weapons. However, the
Iranian governement says that even if it
were to build nuclear weapons, they are Condoleezza Rice said the Bush administration has no immediate plans to
a sovereign state and it would be their attack Iran, but said the world should pressure the reclusive regime.
right to do so.

Case Western Offers Special
Dorm for Alcoholic Students

-

What gift is greater for
Valentine's Day than giving the "Gift of Life."

BY SHANNON RUSSELL
Contributing Writer

While many schools across the country
have dorms for non-smokers, students with
children, and athletes, most do not offer
dorms for recovering alcoholics and drug
abusers. Case Western Reserve, a university located in Cleveland, Ohio, has picked
up on a new wave crashing into uni\'ersities across the nation, in which schools are
building specialized housing for recovering
alcoholics.
In September of last year, Case Western
opened a dorm that was used lo nurse
drunken students back to health. Outside,
the dorm looks similar to other dorms, but
inside there is a treatment facility for stu- Some schools are enforcing recovery efforts
to curb binge drinking which kills more t han
dents.
Currently housing five students, the 1,000 college students each year.
recovery home looks like the typical set-up
of a college fraternity house. It has a living
en1ergency room treatment for binge drinking.
room area with comfortable couches, a study The uniYersily is hoping to lower that number
area, a porch and a spot for hanging out. It is by reaching students before they get to the point
like any other college house, minus the keg of where they will need emergency assistance.
course. There is also an in-house social worker
One of those students, Josh, who asked that
to assist students on their path to recovery.
he only be referred to by his first name because
Though the program isn't yet a year old, of privacy conC'erns, is optimistic the dorm \viii
Case Western administrators arc pleased \vi.th help h1.:,11his alcohol .iddiction before he causes
the results so far and are urging other uni- serious dainagc to himself or someone else. "I
versities to take broader steps at combating am optimistic about staying clean and look foralcoholism among students. "I believe that a ward to getting back out into the social scene
lot of universities dismiss problems of alcohol- once I graduate this year because right now
ism. Studies have shown that when students I onl) associate with my friends living in the
live together in recovery houses, they are 20 house," said Josh, who was one of the first
percent less likely to relapse," said Dr. Jess students to join the program when it started.
Sellers, a psychologist and the director of coun- "I joined after being arrested for drunk driving,
seling services at Case Western. "I hope that serving twenty-eight days in jail and being an
the program will change the way that 111oney is outpatient at a facility."
allocated within Case University, and that more
Afll'r the incident, Josh realized he had a
funds will be used to support alcohol and drug serious drinking problem that stemmed fron1
awareness."
his first drink at the age of 15...I began to drink
Case Western began using the recovery by myself and was isolated from people. The
dorm as a pilot program, follo\ving in the foot- program is a refuge from the hype of the institusteps of schools like Rutgers University, who tion. ~1eetings are held in the house daily and I
pioneered the idea. Reportedly, there arc less am working on being a better person and buildthan five programs like these nationwide, but ing character \vi.thin myself. It is a 'we' program
statistics show a dire need for more. According but an individual struggle."
to a government study, binge drinking is blamed
Josh also urged university administrators
for 1, 400 deaths among college students every across the country to be more sensitive to the
year.
needs of students with alcohol abuse problems.
Even campus recovery progran1s that are "I believe th,1t institutions need to be accepting
not as extensive as Case Wcstern's have shown of students with drug and alcohol problems,
great promise for helping students. Michigan's and not shut them out but help them."
Grand Valley State University, says a five-yearHoward University does not have a recovery
old program offering alcoholic anonymous dorm, but it does offer counseling services for
meetings six days a week ha!: <'11t binge drinking students who abuse alcohol and drugs. Flyers
by 60 percent on its ca~pus.
about drugs and alcohol awareness are also
Case Western, which houses 9, ooo stu- available in dorms throughout campus.
dents sa s almost o student.., a year reg_uire _

atum ationa onor
Join Howard University and the
National Minority Organ Tissue Transplant
Education Program (MOTTEP®) as they launch the 2005 Saturn National Donor Day,
an all·day marrow education and recruitment drive in
Blackburn University Center's Gallery Lounge on Monday, February 14 @10 a.m.
Moderated by RADM Kenneth Moritsugu,
Deputy Surgeon General of the United States
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DISCOUNT ALL NIGHT WITH FLYER OR PROFILE

SHUTTLES LEAVING H.U. QUAD@ 9:30PM
In honor of Black History Month and in recognition of all graduate and professional scholars at Howard University, the Graduate Student Council sponsors:

GSCWEEK:
VICTORY in UNITY, LEADERSHIP, LOVE and SERVICE
All even~ are open to the entire Howard l.Jniversiry community.

S.urulay, February 13, 2005
Call to Chapel
I 1:00 a.JJI., R.i111ki11 ,\frmo1ial Cb.rpel held ·n Crampto' llfdtlori111J1
(Graduate ~tudcms please sit near the front ol the room for recognition.) Coma~· Dennis B. Rogers @ 202.413 4074

M<mday, Februar.y 14, 2005
The Black Love Revolution: Promoting Secure, Healthy Relationships at Howard Univ.
6:00-8 p.111., lr1J1our]. Blackburn Ce11tr1; BallroOIJl.f
(I loward Umvcrs1cy is an ideal place for scholastic, conscious, posirtn', beautiful \frtcan Amencan students to find long-term loving rcbuonsh1ps. This C\'Cnt is an honorable cxposmon of m1ru-workshops, tiirum~. 1111cr.1Cuvc games,
poetry, fun, and food designed to encourage pnnc1pled and honest loYe relationships on campus. \'\'e welcome couples and singles to this Valentine's Da) cvcm.) Contact Spencer Cherner@ 202.528.3·167
T_!J~da)!,

February 15, 2005
Selecting, Applying, and Paying for Gr••duatc School: A Mentoring Workshop on Success
6:30 p.111.. ln1101fr]. I :la. !- b11 11 ( enk•; Fono11J.,, l11dittin11111
J

(Undergraduate students arc encouraged

to

anend chis workshop to ~eek answers from '.l p:mcl of graduate-student expcns and professionals on how to gain funding :md successful adminancc to graduate school.)
Contact s.,ndra P. rranklin at: sandrapf@hocm:ul.com

...
~nesday,

February 16, 2005
At the Feet of the Elders

President: La Tanya L. Reese
fiscal Coordinator: Spencer Chenier
Communications Coordinator: Natasha Brown
Judicial Coordinator: Dennis B. Rogers

6:30 p.IJJ., Armo11rj. Blackb11r11 Center, Brlllroo111
(,\s :i tribut~ to the intellectu.'\I prowess of our long·tirne professors, \,-c sit
at their feet of wisdom as we jom them in con\'ersation about 1IU's glory.)
Concact .\lark Bolden at: mabo!den@aol.com

•

'.Ilwrsday, February 17, 2005
A Commemoration of International Graduate Students
2:30-4 p.1J1., Bethune A1111ex Seminar Roo1J1
(loin us and our tntcrn:itional students for presentations of their countries and cultures. Tl1cn patty Fnday night to the off-campus sounds of an international celebration.) Contacr Ada Diaz at:.1dnnl@yahoo.com

Connecting '\vith the Community: Reading
Time: 4:1J0-6pl)J l...1Jcatu11: Hdb1111e /l1111t~,. Srmf'1rlr Room
Contact '-:at.1sha Brown at: na\·onne99@excuc.com

Friday, February 18, 2005
Dissertation Support Group Meeting
Time: TBA Location: Cada Ve.zi 1438 U Street
Conrnc1 Snndra Jowers at: sjowers@verizon.net

A Gala Dinner: Saluting Uplift, Progress, and Achlevement
Timf: TB. I l.JJ<atio11: Cr1da T'e.zi 1438 U Stree.'
Contact La Tan~ a

Rec~c .lt:

202-498-9800 or llrecse(g'hotmail.com

For more information, contact the Graduate Student Council: gsc@howard.edu or 202-806-5540.

•
,
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Ernpower111en~

'Through Educat:lan / F8bruary

Author, Dr Paul Chen - Young
sigos/ discusses

Author, Keith Boykin·
si!,rns/discusses

Wednesday, February 16, 2005
4:00 - 6:00 pm
The Entrepreneurial journCJ' in

Thursday, f"cbruary 17, 2005
3:00. - 4:30 p.m.

Jamaica: \Vben Policies De.rail
examines the recent crash in the
financial scctc>r of tl1c Caribbean
thr<>ugl1 the eyes ()f auth<)r,
Dr. Chen - Yc>ung.

White House aide, goes
beyond the hype with an
eye-opening look at the
down-low sensation.

"The Entteprcnau;rial Journcy in Jamaica:
When Policies Derail"

Boykin, a former Clintc>n

"Beyond The Down IA>w: Sex Lies and
Denial in Black America

"Join us as soine of the
industry's newest author's
share their work with the
Howard University Com1nunity."

1he industries neweststars have arrivel!

•

Month ·

.

'

UARY 17, 20()5 4: 30 - 6: 10 P.l\1.

'
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Making the Most out of Valentine's Day
BY MORGAN NEVILLES-MOORE
Contflbutmg Writer

Va IE ntlll 's Da) is by far the most hated nnd
most lovc·d holid.1y of all time. The man n•spons1p
hie for this lwc-tic holiday, St. Valentine• has somehow gotl<'n lost in tlw shuffle. It is no longer a
holicl;1y in respect to a Catholic saint but a holiday
to pav tribute to tlw female gc·ndcr. With tlw 14th
quicklv approaching, many students, }o\'crs and
friends <1likc arc scrambling to the malls to look
for that "1wrfect" gift. Mt•n especially arc on their
toes. Aflt'r all, gc•llinj?, the wrong gift could be the
ultimate deciding fortor in somt· relationships.
So as the countdown begins, preparing for
that special day can take a lot Trying to get
affairs in ordl'r making sure the day is as romantic and nit•morahle as possible ran be tiresom .
EspeC'ialh for frc•shrnan nursing nrnjor Brittany
l!.1ll \\ho is cxpc•cting that oh so classic blue
Tiffnn\ ·s hox from her boyfriend of six mo ths
"I likt• \ alc•ntinc's D:l\, it's especially nice \\ 1en

you haYc a special person to share it \,;th. It's not
just for couples, I made my mom a gift last year
of a bunah of st•ntimcntal items for V-dav," she
said. \\'}en askC"d \'that 11cr bovfricnd wanted, she
quickly ans\\'t•rt;d ..Jordan's. Not such a romantic
gift, but then again, Valentine's Day is not necessaril) a male holiday.
Hall is not llw only one wishing for that
ultimate Valentine's gift next week. Sophomore
psychology n1ajor Kristy Lee wants her bo)friend
of two years to send her on an all day trip to the
spa for pampering and relaxation ... I would Joye
to just be pampered on \'alentine's Day. I believe
p<'oplc should use the day to cater to their significal\t other's needs. l\1ake them feel special, that's
what rcall) matters, but neYer give a girl just one
ose especial! · if you 're supposed to be a serious
couple. Lee said.
It seems th,rt there is a substantive amount of
p res.o;uref laced o n the male to get that perfect gift,
but Clo n t hii:ie:. and tal • co\ er for the da) Keep
hop ,tli\' because yot.r special someone might

think like Lauren BrO\\n a freshman communications student who just wants dinner and time
alone \\ith her bo)friend. Brm\n is also considering bu)ing her beau an outfit for Valent me's DaY.
Cicely Beckam, a sophomore radio production
major. is on the san1e wavelength as Brown. ··l\.1y
boyfriend of two years sent me a dozen roses, that
was really special to me because he's out of state,"
she said. Beckam also had a little ad\;Ce to gi\:.ei
guys who are distraught about the holiday, .. Do
not buy a card with the word love in it ju
use
it's Valentine's Day. If you don't intend to say it
again after that day then don't buy the card," he
said.
However, sophomore spanish major Jonathan
Smith does not fall into the commercial aspects of
the holiday. "Material items aren't everything,"
he said. Smith has been with his girlfriend for a
year and would like nothing nlore than to receive
her lo\'e. He also stated that she would be very
surprised on that special day ...If I had to sa\' anything about the holiday it would be that everyday

should be \'alentine's Da!. wh:- celebrate someone
once a year? Continue to care for your signifit·ant
other as if t~1ere was no holida:- .. Smith said.
Christian Gibbs, a sophomme theatre .trt
major. agreed with Smith. "\'alt'~tine's Da:should be set aside and \·iewed as time to shart.>
intimate moments with someone. ghing quality
time... Gibbs also agreed with Hall in respect to
ot making the holiday all about couples. 'Tm
current!. si.Qgle so I may choose to lnke out a
on Valentine's Day," Gibbs said. There is a
mall percentage at Howard that thinks the holiday is not worth all the hassle it brings. Freshma11
market.in.$ major Rashad Brisbane said that he
like~ llie holiday, but it would be nice if someone
cooked him a real meal.
Whatever you decide to do this Valentine's
Day, make it special. \Vhether you are in a serious
relationship, just starting or single and looking. do
not allow the hype of Valentine's Day to turn the
holiday from \'-day to D-day (Dooms Da:-).

friena

Area Restaurants
Perfect For Valentine's
Day Dining
BY SHANAE HARRIS

Also in Georgetown, lies Cafe
Milano providing first-class Italian cuisine. Specializing in their fresh Italian
spaghetti or lasagna, Cafe' Milano carries a four course prefix menu, priced
With Valentine's Day just around at $45·
the corner, students may take a break
If you are looking for a nice and
from their ordinary Punchout cuisine juicy steak, then 11lt Capitol Grille
and splurge some extra cash on fine might bei the
~o u ~ted on
restaurants of the D.C. area. So where the cortler of~ St. an(l ~
lvania
might one go to impress that special Ave., the
ital (}riJle
~ in
someone? According to a list posted on 24-ounce,. Port~diousc st a
Wuh
restaurants.com, some of the best res- prices in the $3<ft~ge1'or tb 1tton-o1taurants in the city are just blocks from the-line steaks, The Capital Griil ~lso
Howard's campus.
includes moutb-watenng apP,.Eltiters,
For the real romantic experience, fresh seafood, choP§ .flld thesistible
perhaps it is best to go to the restaurant desserts.
voted "Most Romantic Restaurant" by
Desserts seem to be a big part of
Zagat Guide. T\\o Quail Restaurant, many students' restaurant selection. "J
located on 320 !\1assachusetts A\·e., has alwa) s go to Ruby Tuesday's specifia fun and con1fortable environment cally for their strawberry tall cake deswhere one can enjoy specialties that sert." said Timothy Lewis, a sophomore
include spicy seafood pasta in maca- international business major.
damia cream sauce, roasted chipotle
Sometimes, however, students
Cornish hens and fish salad topped with want to go out and enjoy nice. Jowmango salsa.
priced American food. and what better
Desserts. not made on the premis- place to go than The American Cafe' in
es, var)' daily, including assorted tarts. Pentagon City Mall.
cheesecake and carrot cake. Beware
A well known restaurant and place
though that listed under pricing for this of employment among Howard ::.tu
restaurant is the \\Ord "expensi\e."
dents, The American Cafe menu ,·on~rm just in search of a restaurant
sists of pastas and thin crust gourmet
that will have good food like my favor- pizzas, along with a variety of grilled
ite place. Ho-Chi on Georgia Avenue;· entrees and made from scratch s<1ups,
said .John Kennedy. a sophomore print salads and sandwiches. This casual
journalism major.
dining place prides in lo\\-prked dinThose that cannot seem to let go ing experiences starting at only $10.
of that love for Chinese, but want to
Students arc also interested in other
try something different than just moderate)) priced restaurants.
ordinal') take-out may enjoy :Mic X
"I go to Friday's near George
Yu Restaurant located at 3125 M St
\Vashington Unhersit. "hen er I go
~"'\\'. The exotic ne" re~a
out because it is a ! mil a pla e, aid
ting proud!) in h1stori
td:""11;1;';j~
e b'olog) major N e'Emah
combines American cuis1
\Ors from Asia, the Middl
dents are just hoping to
Africa and the ~lediterran
ce to sit back and enjoy
The dining area reflerol-ll~
a\. ·1 real!); want to take
national flavor, "ith its exo
lil!tim"~mlrii~
d out some\\ here special
Lounge and Red Baroque '4»inl~
ave to spend an incredibly
Room. Ne'" entree selections inl/c:tm~.,,,..•a·rge amount of money, though I'm
the 'egetarian Steamer Basket, \\lid "'illing to splurge a bit," Kennedy said.
Al -;kan ~almon, Shanghai Shrimp and
Foi a cru aal romantic date one ma}
the Organic Crab-C sted Ne ) tk tn dining at Lo'eCafo on 1., and l S
Stnp teak.
The r staurant \\ht h \\as ;tarted from
The dessert course in ludes selec- its original d~ert store, CakeLo\'e,
tion::. of homemade ice cream or sorbet specializes 1n its sand\\;ches and delito top off the meal. Price." of the pro- ciou.-, bakeries. The famd~ friend!) sct,;ded brunch, lunch and dinner mentt5 ting is a\'ailable for breakfast, lunch
range from '9 to ~30 or $29 to 58 for and dinner and has moderate prices.
the four-cour::.e dinner.
Contributing Writer

\1;na (~Jiii.int .-S(·nlor Phn10 l-.di1ol"

Table for One; Who is Cupid?
BRITTN EY JOHNSON
HI/top Staff "'

~or

It.

cour:-t' I \\ould prt•ft•r to
haY1.' soml'one to spend \'akntitu.'s
Da) with: ho\H \er l do not ha' c th.it
option.- s,11d ;\,1 ·in \\'ilhan1s, a junior
English m,ijor. I.1\..t' \\'illi,uns. man~
others f1.•d .is it 1t 1s a sin to spt•nd
\',1kntim.'s n.n ,1lo1w.
V.1lt•1iti1w\ D.1:- brin!J,s flmH'rs
t'anth. kiss1.•s. proposals .ind frdmgs
of d~sp;1ir .1nd londiness for those
who <lo not h<n e .i sp1.'t'ial sonwonl'
to spend tht' holid.1! " th For --ome,
Cupid is just pronas: m.1tin~ ,111d
\\aiting \\h.1l se1.•ms :1!-..1.' tore\t'r to
shoot )11s arro" of lo\ e
Othl'l' singles an~ dodgmg hi'
shot and t'11jo) being smgk in collt•ge. \\'hate\ er their ration.1le ma!
be. a nun1bt'r of people \\ill be spending \'alentine·s Da) alone .\dreaded
thought for son1e, and'li pl asant idea
for others. moSt use Valentine s °'1,v
as an opportQDity to ell friends and
famih· that
~ loYed.
.. j seno
u '1.hat I'll do an
thing b:- n1y
*1.i~ rt fell on a
Saturda\," \ V1
id. I think it
would be cute for a whole bunch of.
girls to get together and do sometlimg.
I'm actually surprised; most people I
know aren ·t doing an)thing. ··
Then there are others. who are in
relationships. but unable to celebrate

the holicbt\' "ith their special person. Assa Aidoo. a junior international
"I am spending \'alentinc\ Day business major, belieYes that it is a
alonr bt'cause I lt<lYt' a long distance holiday for e\·ef)·one. "Ifs not just for
relationship. I'll be on the phone all that special someone: it's for all the
day. Hopdull) I'll be rl't'eiv1ng soml'- speci;.1lpeople in ur !if~, .. she said.
tlung I don't thmk it's a big deal If
I th
case every ne ha:> a
take this oppor) ou "ho\' lo\ e even da). don't just \al ntillf'. lfnd
\\,11t until \'alentmt's Da\, said tu ty to et the ~al person know
I.indsa\ I farrington, a sophomore tha they ~.e O\ed.
1l1J pr ij>ly just , nd m_ mom
business management major.
Hainmock.
\\'h1k soml' choose to spend the somet ing. said Darn
tht\ .1lone. others tn to make the bc... t 1 iu'lior ublic relations major. "If I
or"it, \\ith or ";tho~1t people to share was 'n ,1 re a iol't5hip. I would defiit \\;th. Ale·ds Log,m, a junior political n:~t 1) ~going out. but rm not, so rm
sl'ient'e m.tjor, ...aid. -rm definite!~ open.·· he .;;aid.
Lop;an also encouraged students
going to ce!t•brate the holid ) eat111..g stra" b rries d ped 1n choc - to get out and celebrate the tO\ e of
late. r i.wrh p an nfort.',een da c the Lord. "Th re is a also the Ch pel
\ lentine's Da' lS n excuse to o out '-"" -..tant-.: Jesus UJ\es You Part).
'
on the "eekda\.
Ev·cnone ... hould ~o: she said.
TheJe~us Lo\'CS You Part) ,,;n be
"~te .ind 111) fnend.-. are ,oing to
the :-i.M. A\eda. in Georgetm,n. and heJd toda\, Feb. 11 , at 6 p.m. in the
'
out to eat. It'., goin~ to ht> the 'Dian of lo\\ er IC\·el of Rankin Chapel.
Mad Black \\omen.' Bas1calh. ,,e're
\\'hether people are spending
just tf) ing to lo\ e our,eh~.... \\c hnd time ,,;th thenbeh e:o.. friend-. or fama long fir:;t :-eme-:ter "e're going to il:-, there are a varlet) of wa) s to
take the time to tre.1t our...ehe' -.aid celebrate \'alentine"' Da). Instead
.\.drienne Fram;ob. a sopho ore pre- of pr.l\ing for a la'-t n1inute date, or
physical ther, p\ llla.J r
itterl ro nd1ng up her ,in le pal,,
Going to the 'Pa i:- n <;;;reat " ' o
ophomore chnical laborator\' science
relax, un"ind. and relea.;e 'trc."' from n1aJor Mo~a'."' (- .:J.es, is going to
being single on the da) that b noton- keep it :-imp t: s:it: --aid, ~Jesll'; is
ousl) d('dicated to lo\ el".'.
ffi) Valentine, l'r 5 .ng to "pend my
Luckily, there i:- no \ alentine', \'a)entine's Da\ ,,;th the Lord.~
rule book that s.1)' that the da) is
reserved for romantic relationship ....
~
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Black History Profile of
The Arts: Alvin Ailey
BY CHARLAE WASHINGTON
Hilltop Staff Writer

March 30, 1958 was a historic day for
the field of dance perforn1ance. On that
day, Alvin Ailey and a troupe of young
Black modern dancers performed as Alvin
Aile) American Dance Theater, one of the
first predominantly Black dance companie
Alvin Aile), Jr. was born to n 17-ycarold mother on Jan. 5, 1931 in Rogers, Texas.
As a child, Ailey becan1e enthralled with
dance after ·a school field trip to see the
Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo. Ailey initially
took lessons with Black dance matriarch
Katherine Dunham, but later enrolled in
UCLA and studied at the Lester Horton
Dance Theatre in Los Angeles in 1949·
After Horton's death in 1953, Ailey took
over the company until 1954 when he decided to move to New York, where he made his
Broadway debut in House of Flowel"s. Ailey
continued dancing in New York, studying
ballet, modern dance and acting.
Ile was instructed by such American
dancers as Martha Graham and Doris
Humphrey, and he was well known for the
strength and grace of his performances.
Ailey's choreography for Blues Suite
(1958), his first financial and critical success, marked the beginning of the Alvin
Ailey Dance Company and gained him fame
as a choreographer. Ailey's company began
touring nationally and internationally,
sponsored by the U.S. State Department.
In 1962, the Alvin Ailey American
Dance Theatre was chosen to go on an
extensive tour to the Far East, Southeast
Asia and Australia as part of Presid••nt
John I. Kennedy's progressive "Pre~ident's
Special International Program for Cultural
Presentations.~

It became the first American dance com-

pany to tour the USSR in 50 years, receiving an ovation which lasted more than 20
minutes at its Leningrad performance. In
i984, the company became the first pre-

'

"'"" D.• 11'iptdi3..ors:

Alvin Ailey dancer and choreographer
from Roger, Texas populated modern
dance throughout the world.

dominantly African-American troupe to
perform at the :Metropolitan Opera House
in New York City.
In
1960,
Ailey
choreographed
Revelations, one of his most prominent
works of art, based on African-American
spirituals and expressing universal themes
of faith and humanity.
In 1963, the company performed in
a Chicago program entitled ··rv1y People:
First Negro Cenlcnnial," a collaboration
between Duke Ellington and Talley Beatty.
The same year after encountering reverse

racis1n within his company, Aile) integrated his dancers.
In 1965, Ailey stopped dancing to concentrate more on choreography and running his company. His works were famous
for incorporating techniques of modern
dance, jazz dance, ballet and ethnic dance.
Ailey's company performed the works
of many noted cho~eographers, as well as
works of Ailey's own creation, often inspired
by theAfrican-Ameritan heritage.
Guided by the belief that dance instruction should be available to everyone, Ailey
founded the Alvin Ailey American Dance
Center (now The Ailey School) in Brooklyn,
N.Y. in 1969, and the An1erican Dance
Center in Manhattan in i970.
The Ailey School, the official school of
the Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater
and Ailey II, the junior company, trains
approximately 3,500 students annually
from across the United States and around
the world, offering prof,•ssional training
programs and open classes for adults and
children starting at age three.
Ailey died in 1989, but before his
death, he received a plethora of honors. He
received the Capezio Award for his lifetime
contribution to dance and the Spingarn
.!\1edal of the NAACP in 1979.
In 1985, he became the fi rst choreographer to be named distinguished professor by the City College of New York.
He also received honorary doctorates from
Princeton University, Bard College and
Adelphi University.
The company's honors include the
Dance J.1agazine il.wal"d, i975; the Samuel
H Scl'ipps American Dance Festival Award,
1987; and Kennedy Center Honors, 1988.
Ailey's autobiograph), Revelations: The
Autobiography of Alvin Ailey, was published in 1994.

Computer Love at First Byte
BY BRIDGETTE GINYARD
Contributing Writer

Love is only one click away
with online dating services, and
technology merging the world
of love and the Internet.
\lany websites including
Blackplanet.com, E-Ham1ony.
com, .AmericanSingles.con1 and
even Facebook.com are offering young singles a way to mix
and mingle in the hen1isphere
of modern technology.
However, there are mixed
feelings about the safety and
legitimacy of e-dating.
Security is the main concern
for man~ users like Kathryn
Hurley, a sophomore English
major. "I don't think I would
want to take ad\·antage of on line
dating services, especially sites
like Blackplanet, because there
seems to be too many risks
associated with using them"
Hurley said.
Blackplanet users have
access to the personal pages of
users, and can send e-mails and
notes to other users to express

their interest.
Recently, the
Virginia
Assembly rejected a bill that
would have required c-dating
companies to display 1ncssages on their websites, that state
if they conduct background
checks on their custon1crs.
··1 don't think that these
websites would be successful if
they conducted criminal background checks on their users.
it's an invasion of privacy" said
Kimberley Laughton, a sophomore biology major, who has
used Blackplanet in the past.
Some users like Avia HicksChapman, a sophomore acting
major, have used ethnic community websites as an a\'enuc
for meeting othe · AfricanAmericans with similar interests.
"I met someone through
Blackplanet, and dated him for
eight months," Hicks said. "We
were really compatible in the
beginning, but then it took a
turn for the worst."
Hicks attributed the relationship trouble to the fact that

Testosterone Spray Increases Sexual
Desire in Women
A testosterone spray improved sexual desire
in women with low libido. according to clinical
trial resull'i released Wednesday by Vivus Inc.,
which makes drugs and medical devices to treat
impotence.
This mid-stage trial is the first to demonstrate that a testosterone spray is effective in
pre-menopausal women, the company said.
The 28-week study included 261 pre-meno-

with online dating, users do
not necessarily know the background information of other
users.
"Even though we were from
the same city. we didn't haYe
any mutual friends, so I didn't
find out a lot about him until we
broke up" Hicks snid.
For many Howard students,
Facebook.com, is serving as a
new tool for meeting other college students across the country. Freshman nursing 1najor
Simone Knight secs the college
website as a way of1neeling new
people.
"Facebook is great because
it allows you to meet people
outside of Howard Uni\'ersity,
that are college students with
similar background," she said.
While security issues are
definitely a concern for many
students when it co1nes to
online dating, son1e consider it
more taboo than unsafe.
"Internet dating seems
to be for losers," said sophomore biology major, Kt•nncth
Hooplin. "If you have to choose

pausal wmnen with low serum testosterone
and low libido that caused distress. One group
of won1en received a once-a-da} dose of the
testosterone spray on their abdomen. Another
group of women received a placebo spray, the
Associated Press reported.
\\70111.~n in the group where the spray was
most effecti\·e (those receiving the second highest dose lc\·el) reported that their satisfactory
sexual events u1ore than doubled while they
received the treatment.
Reported side effects included increased
hair growth and skin irritation.
Another study released earlier this week
found that a drug called PT-141 increased sexual
desire and arousal in pre-n1enopausal women.
PT-i41 is in a class of compounds known as
melanocortin receptor agonists that seem to act
on the pathway that controls sexual function.
The drug is delh·ered as a nasal spray.

to find a mate online instead
of in person, more than likely
you're a loser," he said.
However, junior marketing
major Annette Kennedy disagreed.
"It's basically just another
option of dating. Technology
has changed a lot of things
including dating."
Senior television production major, 11ekkie Phillips
agreed.
"It's probabl) good because
you get a chance to talk more
to the person. That way you are
interested because of the conversation and not the looks."
\Vhether for or against
online dating, the number of
users is increasing, ;ome even
resulting in serious love connections. If deciding to try out one
of these sites, conduct research
about the site and the security
measures taken. Afterward, you
nlay decide if online dating is
for you.

I

Chocolate Lover's
Cheesecake
INGREDIENTS:
2 (8 ounce) packages crean1 cheese, softened
7/8 cup \Vhite sugar
1/2 cup uns\veetened cocoa po,vder
2 teaspoons vanilla extract
") coos
ee""
I cup sc1nis\veet chocolate chips
1 (8 ounce) container sour crcan1

-

1 1/2 cups graham cracker crun1bs

1/3 cup \Vhite sugar
1/3 cup 1nelted butter

DIIRECTIONS:
To inakc cracker crust. stir together cracker
cru1nbs and l/3 cup sugar. Blend in 1/3 cup
melted butter or margarine. Press 1nixture
onto botto1n and half,vay up side of 9-inch
springfonn pan. Preheat oven to 375 degrees F
(190 degrees C).
In large mixer bo,vl. beat cream cheese. 3/4
cup sugar. cocoa and 1 teaspoon vanilla until
light and fluffy. Add eggs: blend \VeJI. Stir in
chocolate chips. Pour into the prepared crust.
Bake for 20 minutes. Remove fro1n oven
and let cool for I5 minutes. Increase oven
temperature to 425 degrees F (2"0 dcerec\ C)
In a s1nall bo\vl. stir together sour crean1.
renu1ining 2 tablespoons sugar and ren1aining
2 teaspoons vanilla. Stir until sn1ooth. Spread
evenly over baked filling. Bake l 0 n1inutes.
Re111ove frotn oven to \Vire rack. With knife.
loosen cake fron1 side of pan. Cool con1pletely:
ren10,·e side of pan.
Refrigerate before serving. Cover; refrigerate
leftovers -- if any.
Source: \V\V\v.al1recipes.co1n

eral advisory panel recommended as part of the
effort to help prevent the spread of the human
form of mad cow disease.
This ban would add some additional safeguards to the U.S. blood supply without seriously reducing the number of potential blood
donors, the Food and Drug Administration's
advisory comn1ittec said Tuesday.
The comn1ittce voted down a proposal
to bar blood donations from all people who
had received a blood transfusion anywhere in
Europe, the Associated Press reported.
People who lived more than three months
in Great Britain or received blood transfusions
there since 1979 are already barred from giving
blood in the Uniled States. Britain has recorded
the most cases of the human form of mad
cow disease and there have been nine cases in
France. Last year, it was reported that blood
from an infected donor in France was given to
10 people and also used to n1anufacture mediFDA Panel Recommends Tighter cines, the AP reported.
Blood Donor Restrictions
The committee's recommendation has yet
People who have received a blood transfu- to be accepted by the FDA.
sion in France since 1980 should not be allowed
to donate blood in the United States, a fed-

-------~----=-...:.....-.:-...~~---'--·------------ ----------~ ------ ~ - -

Illinois Sues Drug Companies Over
Pricing Policies
Illinois has joined 19 other states in accusing the nation's drug companies of artificially
inflating prices, the Chicago Sw1-Times reported Wednesday.
Nearly 50 drug firms arc named in the
consumer-fraud action lawsuit filed by state
Attorney General Lisa ~1adigan, the newspaper
said. The suit claims the state has overpaid millions of dollars to the drug firms in ~1edicare
and Medicaid costs, and consumers have had to
pay higher insurance co-pays.
The legal action alleges that the companies
reported heavily marked-up "average wholesale
prices" to the state government, while actually
selling the drugs to doctors and pharmacies for
significantly less, the Sun-Times said.
The lawsuit alleges that doctors and pharmacists typically sought rcilnbursement based
on the wholesale price quoted. not the actual
price paid.

- -----'

----- --~-

w\vw.healthday.com
Compiled by Erica Williams
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Howard University
School Of Education
Announces the opening of competition
for the
·

Helen Matthews Rand
Educational Scholarship
Encouraging the best and the brightest to become
Teachers in urban areas
$15,000 SCHOLARSHIP PER YEAR
FOR TWO YEARS AND A
LAPTOP COMPUTER
Required:
}

Minimum GPA of 3.5 on a 4.0 scale

}

Two year commitment to teach in·
an urban environment

Deadline:
.

}

.

Applications must be received in the
office of the Dean by February 18, 2005.
•

"

Contact:
Dr. Jacob Collins
Assistant Dean
School of Education
2441 4th St, NW
. Washington DC, 20059

(202) 806- ~340
j_collins@howard.edu
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Bison ·Look for Season Sweep
Men to use Saturday's Game as Springboard
BY JEFFREY CARTER
Contributing Writer

Coach Frankie Allen and his coaching
staff do not shy away from what they want
most from their players.
As the Bison (5-15 overall, 2-9 in
the MEAC) enter the team's second goround within the Mid-Eastern Athletic
Conference, the team is prepping for
intense competition. What the coaching
staff covets is simple enough. They want
to see more fight as they march into the
second rotation of games.
The n1en's basketball team hopes to
pick up a little momentum and get over
the hump as they enter the second half of
the MEAC season.' Saturday the Bison will
face the Morgan State Bears (8-13 overall,
6-5 in the MEAC) for the second time this
season.
Despite loosing the against Delaware
State, the Bison played a spirited and
determined game and were never short of
effort. In their next outing, the men lost
by just three points to Florida A&M and

subsequently lost again this past Monday
against the University of Maryland Eastern
Shore.
"I think we are lacking the will to fight,"
said sophomore guard Saheed Fawehinmi.
"Everything else is there. Once we get the
mentality to keep fighting we will be ok."
The Bison will need some fight if they
are to make it over the hump and in the last
meeting with the Bears, Will Gant scored
the game-winning basket with two seconds
left to give the Bison a spectacular, 79-77
come-from behind victory.
·
However, the season has not been all
roses for the Bison. The team's first win
against Morgan State was a resounding victory that Howard will be looking to repeat.
The game featured 13 .ies and 11 lead
changes. Morgan State's Chris Grant tied
the score at 77 with 9.3 seconds ren1aining.
He was fouled, hut missed the free throw
that would have given his team the lead.
The Bison in-bounded the ball to Gant
and the sophomore dribbled up the right
side of the court, reversed his di::ection to
the middle of the court and lofted a floater

,

from eight feet out. Morgan State failed to
get off a shot before the buzzer sounded.
"This game against Morgan State is
just like any other gan1e, but it will mean
a lot more because of our recent loosing
streak. We have to gain momentum going
into the MEAC tournament," said sophomore guard William Blanden.
"If we win six out of our next eight
games we should get good placing going
into the MEAC tournament. Anyone can
win the tournament this year, especially
since the teams are a lot more balanced in
the conference."
Although the last three games for the
Bison have been close, they still have not
managed to get over that hump.
"We expect Morgan State to come out
even harder this time. It's a conference
game and plus they are at home. They also
have the same mind set of getting good
placement into the MEAC tournament,"
Blanden said. "We can't continue to wait
until the final two minutes of the game to
make a run."

Men's MEAC Standings
Teams

MEAC
w L

Delaware State
Coppin State ·
Norfolk State
Hampton
S.C. State
Morgan State
Bethune-Cookman
FloridaA&M
N.C. A&T State
Howard University
Md.-Eastern Shore

9
9
8
8
6
6
6
5
3
2
1

2
3
4
4
5
5
6
7
7
9
11

Pct.
.818
.750
.667
.667
.545
.545
.500
.417
.300
.182
.083

Overall
w L
11

11

9
10
10
13
8
9
7
4
5
2

12
10
11

9
13
12
13
17
15
19

All Pro Pho1ogrophy

Pct.

Strk

.500
-429
.500
-476
.591
.381
-429
.350
.190
.250
.095

W7
L1
W2
W1
W4
W2
L1
L3
L2
L9
W1

Will Gant scored a career-best 25 points in a loss against
UMES on Monday. The team will be looking to get back into
the mix of things by winning on the road on Saturday.
All Pro Pha<Ojlnlphy

,,

ijISON SHORTS
Howar d Alumnus Promoted In Jets Organization
FOOTBALL - Former HowC1rd University
quarterback and offensive coach, Alfonzo "Pep"
Hamilton was promoted to wide receivers' coach
for the New York Jets on Tuesday. Hamilton,
who was originally hired by the Jets as an offensive quality control coach, is entering his third
year with the organization. During his tenure as
offensive coach at Howard, the Bison were ranked
among the top five offenses in Division i-AA football four out of five years.

FOOTBALL

Intramur al Basketball
Part of the Howard Sporting Landscape
BY ALFONS PRINCE
Contributing Writer

-·

Howard University
announced the signing of 16 high school prospects' national letters of intent. The group of
signings is outfitted with four defensive backs,
four offensive linemen, three defensive linemen,
two quarterbacks, a tight end and a running back.
In an official release, Howard University Coach
Rayford Petty assured that the University is very
"pleased with this recruiting class."
"We took a big hit in the secondary and on
the offensive line," Petty said. "We were able to
get some young men that we think will be able to
help us there."

BASKETBALL- Senior Daisha Hicks has
led the Lady Bison basketball team in scoring in 11
of the team's 20 games this season. Her seasonhigh was a 29-point night in a losing effort against
Duquesne on Dec. 19. She is also the team's scoring leader with 340 points at 17 per game. Brittany
James is the only other Lady Bison to average
double digits with 12.7 points per game.

TRACK & FIELD - The Howard
University Track team will head to the MidEastern Athletic Conference Indoor Track &
Field Championships from Feb. 18-19. In 2004,
Howard ranked sixth out of 10 MEAC schools in
the women's competition, while the men were
ranked last. The competition will be held at the
Prince George's Sports and Learning Complex in
Landovel", Md.

Walk-on Reggie Bates (Left), scored a personal best 18 points
on Monday versus UMES. Monday night's loss pushed the
Bison down to the number 1O spot in the MEAC standings
this week. The loss also handed Howard the team's ninth consecutive loss and was the team's fifteenth loss of the season.
One of the key factors in Monday's loss was that the Bison
shot only 50 percent from the free throw line. Saturday's
game begins at 4 p.m. at Hill Fieldhouse in Baltimore, Md.

All Pru Pho<ogr.iphy

Brittany James has been a big factor on
offense for the Lady Bison. Her 12.7 PPG is
second on the team behind only Hicks.

Many colleges and universities offer intramural sports
to their students. This provides the students with a way
to release stress and compete
against fellow students. Over
the years, intramural sports
have grown to the point where
there is a national association
for it.
The NIRSA (National
In tram ural-Recrea tional
Sports Association) was first
established in 1950 under
the name of the National
Intramural Association (NIA).
The name was changed to the
current name in 1975, and
kept the name ever since.
The NIRSA has me1nbers
on over 700 universities, and
has helped in the phenomenal
growth of intramural sports.
Every year there are more
than 1.1 million intramural
contests scheduled.
Howard has also helped in
this growth by offering intramural sports in football, soccer, and basketball. The football intramural tournament
usually takes place during the
months of October through
November.
The soccer and basketball tournaments take place
simultaneously beginning
. in
February. Dexter Harns, the

.

Director of Intramural Sports
and Recreation here, primarily organizes these intramural
tournaments at Howard.
The Howard Intramural
Basketball
Tournament
began on Feb. 8th in Burr
Gymnasium. This year, there
are a total of 42 teams. Of
those teams, eight are female
teams and 34 are male teams.
This year has panned out differently as teams get to choose
which days they will play.
Teams have the option of
playing on either Tuesday and
Thursday nights, or Monday
and
Wednesday
nights.
Games start at 5:45 p.m. with
games following at 6:45 p.m.
and 7:45 p.m. There are a
total of six games per night
with two courts being used
simultaneously.
Games are played through
the months of February and
March with a March Madness
style tournament beginning
on April 6th.
Teams are formed for
various reasons, like same
major, school, or where the
students are from. For example, this year the Howard Law
School has four teams. There
are also two teams representing Howard Hospital, and
two teams representing the
District of Columbia.
With the games taking
place after the end of classes,

the gym is usually filled with
friends of players or just fans
of basketball itself. The games
usually do not disappoint.
Dexter Harris says that
the games are "always pretty
competitive".
Faith Hayden, a chemistry
major from Cincinnati, agrees.
"The games keep you interested all the time. Whether it's
one team dominating another
or a close game, it is always
interesting coming to watch
intramural games," Hayden
said.
Player
Olutoyin
Ogunsunlade is hoping that
his team can make strides
in 2005. "We are just trying
to improve from last year".
Ogunsunlade, an MBA student from Laurel, Maryland,
is a member of the HU All
Stars.
Buhari Mustafa, a member of the Squad, had this to
say about his team's chances:
"I think my team is better than
last year. I see us becoming
one of the better teams in the
tournament."
With an array of teams
playing throughout the week,
t he intramural basketball
tournament should provide
a lot of excitement and give
students a chanc~ to unwind
while watching some quality
basketball.

Con1e grab a story a t the b udget rr1eeting
on Tu esda.y@ 7:00 P M
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Twice.Would Be Nice
Lady Bison Seel< Second V ictory Against Morgan State This Season
BY JEFFREY CARTER
Contributing Writer

A Lady Bison basketball tPam that has prided itself on defensive tenacity will to be tested
Saturday in a match-up against the Morgan State
Lady Bears.
After defeating the Lady Bears in the last
meeting, the Lady Bison dropped two conference games before a win against the University of
Maryland Eastern Shore Monday evening.
In the team's vrevious nleeting, the Bison
made a huge statement by beating the Lady Bears,
89-54 at Burr Gymnasium c •rlier this se.1son.
'This was a statement gan1c for us," said senior
point guard Daisha Hicks. Hicks scored a gamehigh 19 points and currently ranks among the
conference leaders in several statistical categories. "This is a conference game and we wanted to
let everyone know that we are going to be in the
race."
Howard (11-9 overall, 6-5 in the MEAC) led
in nearly every statistical category. Hicks and her
crew thoroughly dominated the visitors, holding
a 60-44 advantage on the boards while forcing 31
turnovers and limiting them to 33 percent shooting. Nine different players scored as the Lady
Bison recorded 22 assists on 37 field goals.
Andrea Jones also recorded a double-double
(14 points, 16 rebounds) while Brittany James
contributed 13 and Shari Johnson and l\1elloni
Benson scored 12. Sarissa Gaskins led the Bears
(2-16 overall, 1-10 in the MEAC) 14 points and
Candace Holmes, also scored 12 points.
Last year the series ended in a split, with the
home team winning each outing.
"We do not want the same thing that happened

Women's
MEAC
Standings

PUT

..

\II Pro l'ho101;.ntph)

Senior Daisha Hicks Is the leading scorer for the Lady Bison and also scored the game high
in Monday's win against the University of Maryland Eastern Shore.

Teams
Coppin State
Hampton
Dela\vare State
Norfolk State
Holvard
FloridaA&M
Md.-Eastern Shore
N.C. A&T State
South Carolina St.
Bethune-Cookman
Morgan State

w

L

Pct.

w

L

Pct.

10
10
7
7
6
6
6
4
3
3
t

2
2
4
5
5
6
6
6
8
9
10

.833
.833
.636
.583
.545
.500
.500
.400
.273
.250
.091

ts
to
tt
7
tt
8
8
5
8
4
2

6
to
9
t2
9
t2
t3
t4
t2
t4
t6

.7t4
.500
.550
.368
.550
.400
.38t
.263
.400
.222
.ltl

ON YOUR GAME FACE:

How Bison Athletes Prepare
BY COURTNEY MAYE
Contributing Writer

Robert Bowdv of the Bison football team sits
in his stall and thinks. It's his wa) of getting his
mind ready for the physical exertion needed on
the field.
He said that if he staits getting hyped, he'll
get stressed.
Each athlete has different ways of preparing themselves on game day. However, athletes
emphasize the importance of psychological practice before show time.
Chill out. Get pumped up. Pray. Listen to
music. These ctre a couple of ways that athletes slip
into the menl1l zone to get r(•ady to take their "A
game to the track, footbClll field . basketball court,
swimming pool and lacrosse fields.
Athletes from many different sports concur
that visualization is key. They say without the mental picture, that the goal to win becomes blurred in
their mind. Athletes from different teams admit
that their minds will somelin1es go into overdrive
tt

All p~, l

rlf'lt)

Howard running back Antoine Rutherford
doesn't try to get too pumped up. Instead he
prefers to chill. "You can't get too serious,"
Rutherford said. "It's a game."

,

during their events.
Ashley West-Nesbitt runs the 60-meter dash
as well as the 60-meter hurdle on Howard's track
team.
"I have to visualize what I'm going to do at
each sage of my rac.•. If I don't visualize it before
the race, I'll think about it too much during the
race," said Nesbitt, a sophomore English major.
The time and effort put into mental preparation for a sporting event depends solely on the
indhidual.
While Nesbitt meditates the night before and
on the way to a track meet, basketball player
Darryl Hudson takes a couple hours in the locker
room .>efore he goes on the court.
The men"s' basketball tean1 is required to bu
in the locker room 45 minutes to an hour prior
to an) game. Hudson's ritual before game time
includes watching a Michael Jordan DVD, listening to.Jay-Zand gelling a pep talk from his dad.
The sophomore physical therapy major feels that
without the mental training, the physical training
is not as effective.
"Mental preparation con1es first," Hudson
said. "You have to believe you can do something
beforl vou do it "
Trct;n Abdullah, who is a midfielder on the
Lady Bison lacrosse team, feels the saine way that
Hudson does with rc:.pect to mental preparation.
She believes that one's mental 1nake-up precedes top physical performance. Abdullah said
that the team's ritual is to meet in the locker room
and not spend the entire time on a game plan but
to also discuss individual and team goals. She feels
that the time with her teammates is important, but
finds higher importance is personal meditation.
"Right before we play, I go off to the side and
pray · the sophomore broadcast journalism major
said.
l\lembers of the swim team feel that mental preparation and physical training go hand in
hand. They also believe in the power of music.
Ariel Triplett said that the music depends on
the length of the race. For a long distance race,
such as the l,ooo-yard, they say you can't be too
stressed out so they listen to slow music.
Sophomore physical therapy major Danielle
Moses said for a shorter distance race, or sprint
race, such as the 100 freestyle, that she has to be
pumped up.
"I listen to Outkast. It's really funky and makes
you excited."
For some athletes, being calm is the best
pre-performance ritual. Sophomore running back
Antoine Rutherford is one of the calmest of them
all.
"I'm chill. They want us to be serious but you
can't be too serious. It's a game."

Strk.
W2
• 'Vt
W5
Wt
Wt
Lt
L2
Wt
Lt
W2
L6

last year to happen again," Benson said. "We are
still in the conference championship race."
After a strong opening to the season, the
Lady Bison have recently struggled with
consistency. Coach Parson's tean1 has dropped
two straight and fou r of the last five outings before
a thumping 26-poinl win on Monday against
UMES.
"One problem that I think the women are having this season is closing out games," said Jennifer
Owens, a sophomore legal communications major,
who has frequented Burr Gymnasium this year for
Bison home games.
The women suffered a bone crushing loss to
Delaware State last Friday. The team could not
finish out the game despite leading until the final
minutes, and a turnover with 33 seconds sealed
Howard's fate.
The blunder gave Delaware Slate's Terrelle
Waller more than enough time to seal the deal and
score with a strong move to the basketball with
two seconds remaining in regulation.
Morgan State, however, is fueled by the team's
perimeter dynamo of Javone Davis and Whitney
Johnson. Both average just eight points game in a
difficult vear for the Ladv Bears in which the team
has just .two wins. Ave~ging a blowout might be
Morgan State's only solace.
"They will certainly have more momentum,"
Benson said. "We are playing on their home court
so they will definitely be more confident (than last
time). They will have the fans behind them and a
ray of hope to defeat us. ··
Just in case the importance of this game is lost
amidst the talk of a sweep she added, "Our placing
in the conference depends on this game."

Hicksville: Daisha Hicks is not just a
scoring machine. She also contributes
3.2 steals a game for the Bison.
STEALS

HICKS, Daisha
JAMES, Brittany
AGEE, S imon e
JOHNSON, Shari

G
20
20
19
20

No.

63
39

33
30

SIG
3.2
2.0
1.7
1.5

· Intramural Soccer Reaches
The Mid-Season Point
BY KEVIN JOHNSON-AZUARA
Contributing Writer

The beautiful weather of this past week has
heightened the anticipation mnong fans of the
intramural soccer league on Howard's campus.
For most teams, each match is a must win
affair, as a top four finish ensures qualification
for the playoffs.
Tonight's fixtures will see Lady's First take on
Under-Dawgz in the first game, Top Shottas and
ASA Breakers trade tackles in the second, and in
the final match up Restoration FC will attempt to
curb the attacking prowess of Alumni.
While Lady's First attempt to erase the 15-0
thrashini; they received from Footballers United
last week, Under-Dawgz will be looking lo add to
their existing woes.
Many fans ·and critics alike are commend
the courage displayed by the Lady's First team.
However, the football gods and the odds indicate
that Under-Dawgz are likely to win the match
by a huge margin. Witl1 Lady's First yet lo win
a match and firmly rooted at the bottom of the
league table, many fans will be cheering them on
to achieve an impossible victory.
After last week's pulsating 1-1 tie with Super
Eagles, the players of Top Shottas know anything
but a win may hinder their chances of qualification for the playoffs.
Alumni, Super Eagles, Footballers United,
and Bermy International occupy the top four
places as the second half of the season commences. For the Breakers, it has been a season of near
misses so far. They have yet to win a match, and
have conceded last minute equalizers in their last
three encounters.
Undoubtedly the fixture that everyone will
be waiting for, this match promises an array of
skills and sublime finishing.
For Top Shottas captain, Steve Levy, "We are
not taking any team lightly so as to avoid surprises. We are just taking one game at a time.~
One thing is for certain; Alumni will not be
sharing the spoils vvith Restoration FC. An upset
may not be on the cards, but it will be interesting
to see what strategies Restoration will employ in
order to restrict the probing runs of the .\lumni
attackers. Restoration FC Goalkeeper Olaoluwa
Okelola said, "It will be a tough match for us, but
we will do our best. Hopefully it is good enough.
Besides, I was in the ASA Breakers team that tied
1-1 with the Alumni last year. I'm looking forward to either repeating or bettering that feat."
Inactive teams this week like Super Eagles,
Bermy, and Footballers United will be monitoring these games with keen interest from the

sidelines. While each team prays for an upset,
it remains to be seen if the Under-Dawgz,
Top Shottas and Alumni will drop any points
tonight.

Tonight's Fixtures
February 11, 2005
Lady's First
vs.
Under-Dawgz

6 P.M.

Top Shottas
vs.
ASA Breakers

7 P.M.

Restoration FC
vs.
Alumni

8 P.M.

.... _
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Howard University STUDENT HEALTH CENTER's
•

HIV Testing Initiative
GET TESTED!
_Confidential_ Free_ Rapid_ Painless_ Confidential_

_ Confidential_ Free_ Rapid_ Painless_ Confidential_

· FREE Testing begins DAILY
on
Tuesday, February 15, 2005·
- 10:00 am to 2:00 pm @ the Student Health Center _ 2139 Georgia Ave. NW, 2nd Floor
For Appointments call: (202)806-7540
•
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RUTH L. TISIJALE, Editor-in-Chief
'

ARION JAMERSON
Managing /.:.'ditor

BERNARD "POET" MURRAY
Managing Editor

ASHLEY KELLY
Deputy Managing Editor

,

MAIY1\ NORTON, Editorials & Perspectives Editor
•

Howard Dean to Become·
Democratic Party Chair
Now that Veteran party him.
activist Donnie Fowler, the
We still give hin1 and his
alternate candidate to Howard excitement two thu1nbs up,
Dean, is out of the race and for- no matter what people say.
mer Rep. Tim Roemer has got- Hopefully his enthusiasm will
ten criticism for his anti-abor- be reflected in his work as the
tion views, the chairman posi- chairman.
tion is l.1ol ing good tor Dean.
\'Ve beheve the Democratic
"\Vith Howard ---......--Deanasitsnextchair
of the Democratic
National
Committee.
the
party \\ill have
someone who not
only understands
change, but knows
how to make it happen,~ Fowler said
to CNN.
Many people in the Party needs a new bursl of enerDemocratic Party are highly gy and a ne\\ direction. Howard
e.xcited because Dean was first Dean has pro\'en to be t 'icient
choice for ~ lot of people over in fundraising and this i. a skill
.John Kerry. Having hiln as an a leader must possess. We were
elected official in the part) is impressed h) t :ie amount of
refreshing for Dean fans, who money he gained through his
were disappointed with the online donation system. He
mockery the media made of broke fundraising records and

really ran things m an organized way.
Republicans always seem
to have nlore money with ease
and the Democratic Party needs
a leader who can level out the
financial playing fields.
Political analysts nre deeming this race as in1portant as the presi1 I ntial
ekction because a strong
leader is needed to push
for the issues President
George \\". Bu:;h may
choose to ignore.
Now that Bush has
expanded the Republican
presence in the House
and the. Senate. the
Detnocratic Party could
be in a bind "ithout a good
leader.
\\'e know that having Dean
in this position forfeits his
chances of running for president in 2008, howe\'er, "e are
confident in Dean and w look
forward to our ne:-.1. tour years
with him as Lhc DNC chair.

Our View:
We believe Dean has what
it takes to make progress
with the party.

Who's Really Wearing
The Pants·Here
A bill proposed in Virginia

could potentially cause a lot
of financial damage to young,
urban, fashion-inspired youth.
If tht bill is passed, police
officers will be authorized to
hand out $50 fines to anyone who displays his or her
underpants in a "lewd or indecent manner,~ according to
USA Today. This
includes a thong
peeking out of low
rise jeans or a pair
of boxers slightly
showing.
Several
Democratic opponents have called
the bill an unconstitutional attack
on young Blacks that will result
in a slew of angry parents.
At The Hilltop, we agree
There should never be laws stating how one can or cannot dress.
It seems like the supporters are
forgetting out inalienable rights
under freedom of expression.
We definitely understand
not wanting to see someone
else's underwear. \Ve ha\e

bill \vill probably be young and
Black if it passes.
No one will be carried away
in police cars thankfully, but
$ 50 fi nes can add up. All it \\ill
do is further discrimination and
give the police another reason
to stop, harass and badger us.
The thought of government
officials and representath·es
discussing how someone should be wearing
their pants makes us
wonder where their priorities are.
There are a plethora
of more pressing issues
besides what people
choose to wear. No one
person can judge someone else's style because
everything is relative.
There are appropriate situations to instill rules, like schools
or churches. However, there
should never be a dress code in
the written la".
If for some reason the bill
passes, keep your belt handy
because Vi1ginia is only minutt·s awav.

all gotten a glimpse of some
unwanted cracks that we didn't
appreciate.
People should be adult and
responsibh. enough to sa,·e the
body-baring for a willing audience. We should try to carry
ourselves in an appropriate
manner.
~1any of our brothers like

Our View:
Virginia police have more
important duties than
handing out sagging fines.
to wear their pants a little low
and we think that is okay. Baggy
pants are a part of hip-hop culture and style that many of us
en1brace. \Vhiile it would be
nice to sec eve!') guy on campus
wearing his pants at his waist
with a belt, it should not be
n1andated by a law.
The bigger issue is most
of the people affei:ted by the
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Quiet Storms:
·Love Songs· On the Radio
STACY A. ANDERSON

Love is strong affection
through appreciation
and
admiration. It carries various
forms, including a love through
kinship to a romantic love that
is sought after. It is often perceived as the basis for finding
a compatible companion. But it
is also the respect for anything
that has a significant prest!nce
in your life.

"I want a louer who
knows me, who understands how I feel inside."'
-Mariah Carey, Dreamlover
Love is forgiving and accepting. Often present in a mother's
love, there is an unconditional
and constant adoration for the
child. My mother and I disagreed and argued all throughout my stages of pre-adolescence and puberty. But underlying all the aggression, I always
knew my mother supported me
in my endeavors and excused
my young, foolish ways.

the controlling domination
posing to "protect. .. It doesn't
make you worry and cry yourself to sleep at night.

"You are my life, my happiest moments weren't complete
if you weren't by my side."
-Beyonce, Dangerously m
Love
Love fills an ever-present
void be~'luse we all wish to be
accepted and appreciated. It is
a sense of wholeness. This completeness and state of comfort
is like second nature. I imagine
it burdensome to wonder what
your life would be like without
your companion.
It's too difficult to visuaJize,
aJmost impossible to vocalize.
If I become a wife and motl.er,
I will aJways instinctively think
of my husband and children
first because they are indefinitely a part of me, as I am a
part of them.

"Loving you is easy
'cause
you're
beautiful."
-Minnie Riperton, Louin' You

"Love, so many peoLove and physical attracple use your name in uain. tion are personally defined. The
Loue, those who haue faith beauty within the one you love
in you sometimes go astray." speaks louder than any bodily
-Musiq, Loue
or material attribution. Love
Love is complex and multidimensional. Love is complicated. That is why few grasp
the meaning and many abuse
its intention. I've had countless crushes; they change as
often as the No. 1 song on the
radio. ~ly mind was clouded
with what-if dreams and my
blood gaJloped uncontrollably
through my veins.
I thought I liked him for
so long; it must be love. But all
that it meant was nothing more
than my desire for this genuine
sentiment that so many others
seek. It isn't the sexual gratification that keeps you with an
unworthy counterpart. It isn't

allows us to look past the exterior and give full acceptance to
the truth.
Personality overrides the
physique. With the cliche,
..beauty fades,., I keep in mind
the importance of the indiv1d·
ual. Love also is not a forced
act and it does not hurt. Love
essentially is the open and honest giving of oneself.

''All through thick and
thin, our love just won't end."
-Stevie Wonder, I Wa~ Made to
Love Her
•
Love is enduring and everlasting. It is resilient in trying
times. Life is uncertain, just as
Jove is. My grandmother passed

PAUL G. JAEHNERT

94 percent in 1944 and 1945.
Similarly, the top tax rates, durSince 1913, a progressive ing and following the Vietnam
federal income tax system has \Var, were at 91 percent over a
been in place, with tax rates period of many years.
increasing as inc :>rne rises.
As a result of President
The top marginal tax George W. Bush's tax cuts, the
rates resulting from the costs current top tax rate is among
incurred by World War I were the lowest ever at 35 percent.
close to 70 percent. From 1925- Taxes on unearned income
1931, the years leading up to (investments, stocks, bonds,
and including part of the Great etc.) are also at historically low
Depression, the Lop rate was 25 levels.
percent. Where was our boomWith record-setting budget
ing economy when top rates deficits, international terrorwere that low? That ought to ism, the war in Iraq and "nation
tell us something!
building," Bush's tax cuts have
During World War II, been a disaster. Bush is digging
tax rates for the wealthiest of us a deficit hole from which
Americans soared reaching we may be unable to e:'l.1:ricate

I COULDN'T UELP eUT
~OTICE YOU ~ROM
•
ACRO~S TUE ROOM ...

-•

away last month and, in this
period of adjust111ent, it is love
that keeps the f:>n1ily together.
Love is not the heartbreak
from loosing someone, but
instead, it is the healing process to move on. Success can
never be gained until after a
struggle. Gratitude for exceptional qualities cannot be recognized without some threat of
chang~. The;c hardships make
what you have even better and
stronger.

"Ifyoutakemebythehands,
I will learn what you teach
And do the best that I can.··
-Indw Aire. Ready for Love
Love is trusting and vulnerable. People are willing to
share a piece of themselves
through all capacities: physicallv spiritually, and mentally;
and expert nothing in return.
The deepest, most sincere
thoughts can be expressed and
the heart is eager to play the
game of chance. The love for
my friends is shown through
my confidence in their opinions and my wish for each of
tllem Lo achieve happiness.

'"Your loue is so magnificent, I thank God everyday that heaven sent you."
- RL, Good Loue
Love encompasses many
qualities and has several different connotations. It is merciful,
syn1pathet1c and welcoming,
r• gardless of right or \\Tong.
L '>Ve is genuine and whole;
its firm ground doesn't allow
the fallacies people try to substitute in place of legitimate
characteristics.
It is not easily defined or
labeled, but rather multifaceted and intricate. Love is what
makes me thank the heavens
above to meaningfully live on
this earth every day.

Taxes Too Low Ainong Wealthy

I
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ourselves.
Who does he think will pay
the bills? Apparently it doesn't
matter. llis solution to almost
everything is more tax cuts -especially for those that need
them the least.
It would have been far
better for the Bush administration to increase tax revenue
by getting serious about attacking corporate fraud, tax loopholes, tax evasion, tax shelters,
wasteful spending and offshore
corporate tax havens, than to
slash taxes for the wealthiest
Americans.
Our soldiers 1n Iraq should
not be the only ones to make
sacrifices in time of war.

'
t

The Hilltop wants ·to read hat
you have to say. Submit a

to
www.t ehilltoponline.com.
500 word perspective

The Status of Black Women
In an HU Frame of Mind
JESSICA L. CROSS AND
BRITIANY GAIL THOMAS

Most of us read the letter
written by "A Disgusted White
Girl" in response to an article
published in the June 2003 edition of Sister 2 Sister magazine.
It made Black women
around the country place their
hands on their hips and challenge the very being of most
Black men in America.
'"A Disgusted White Girl"
expressed her feelings in regard
to angry Black women who
made 1t a point to be critical
of her relationship with a Black
man and, in her response, she
noted her partner's justification
for choosing her over a Black
woman.
"My man decided he wanted me because the pickings
amongst Black women were
slim to none. As he said, they
were either too fat, too loud, too
mean, too argun1entalive, too
needy, too materialistic or carrying too much excess baggage."
She then went on to mention
the plethora of Black men who
have married White women.
Quincy Jones, Scottie Pippen,
Tyson Beckford, Taye Diggs,
Cuba Gooding, Jr., James Earl
Jones, Laurence Fishburne and
Don Cornelius were mentioned.
Outraged and appalled by
Black women, "A Disgusted
White Girr called for a Black
man to explain why she and those
of her race are both "appealing
and coveted" by Black men as
a whole.
Who knew that the same
ideology as held by A Disgusted
White Woman in the Sister 2
Sister magazine would bombard
me at Howard University, and
most significantly by a young
Black man?
As I sat in my English class,
enlightened by the words and
ideologies of Malcolm X in
reflection of his youth, a major
issue in Black society was
raised. What do you feel about
the actions taken by Black ath-

letes, intellects and other successful Black men who choose
to date or go on to marry White
women? This issue continues to
affect the way Black women and
Black 1nen look at each other in
society, so it was quite interesting to hear the responses of my
classmates.
But my optimistic heart was
broken into a thousand pieces
when a male voice justified this
by saying all Black women have
attitude problems and are gold
diggers, along with their tendencies to nag and be too much
to handle
Shocked and appalled,
many of my female counterparts shook their heads disapprovingly, bit their tongues or
raised their hands in disgust.
Many good points were made,
but as the conversation reached
a point of-escalation the discussion was ended.
Yet the question still
remains: what about successful
Black men in our society who
choose to go outside of their race
in search of companionship?
Being a young Black woman,
this is hard for me to swallow. Is
it imperative for a Black man
to be with or to marry a White
woman to establish and acclaim
success? And if so, whv?
Some may argue - as "Black
Royalty" did in response to "A
Disgusted \Vhite Girl's" letter
- "a lot of Black men, because
of insecurities, fears, and overall
weaknesses, arc more intimidated by the strength of our Black
women and are afraid that our
women. will be more successful
than us, make more 1noney than
us, drive nicer cars and own bigger houses."
Some may argue that Black
wo1nen need to get their acts
together. When both of these
arguments are confronted and a
transformation occurs, it seems
that a change can be made. Or
can it?
The issue is not one of
new consequence or foundation. The issue has always been

just an issue. In studying [The
Autobiography of] Malcolm X
and the progression of Black
Americans, lvlalcolm raises the
issue in his reflection of his short
relationship with Laura and
his relationship with Sophia- a
\\Thite woman, thereafter.
l\lalcolm confronts his decision to be in a relationship with
Sophia, "Now at the time, in
Roxbury, in an~ Black ghetto in
America, to have a \\'bite woman
who wasn"t a known, con1mon
whore was - for the average
Black man, at least - a status
symbol of the first order."
The same, in many respects,
applies to many educated Black
men today. The stereotypes continue lo fly and the Black woman
has beco1ne an attitude having, gold digging, booty shaking "thing" that has retained
and continues to gain ven little
:·espect on lwhalf of the Black
man and society a!-1 a whole.
I beg to differ. Though the
stereotypes do apply to man),
few remain with the vitalit)
and integrity to be what a Black
woman has always been - a .ustainer of her family, the hope of
her community and the epitome
of strength.
To be held by some Black
men as a second or third tier
applicant in the pool for the
Black man's affect ion is both
heart \\Tenching and disgraceful.
What happened to the pride
that we each coveted as Black
people in our families, in our
fuhires, and most i1nportantly
in our histories? Some Black
men choose not to date Black
women due to p~rsonal experiences, generalizations and generated fallacie that never l'ntail
much statistic·1l research or profound tllought.
So before we proclain1 that
we won't date Black women, let
us remember love is love and
if you truncate yourself from
receiving love from your 0\\.'11
race you never truly loved yourself.

CORRECTION

In the artide "Advancing HIV Prevention at Howard University" that ran
January, 21 2005 on A4, the sentence "The Student Health Center was awa1·ded the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention's Development grant for more than $250 million to implement a Routine Rapid HN Testing program on campus" should have said
"more than $250 thousand" ($276,500 to be exact). We apologize for any confusion or
inconvience this typo may have caused.
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Fireman has hot
deal, rooms for
rent on Capitol
Hill . Rent is
$450.00 per
month students
that are neat and
curteous are preferred. Contact:
Mr. Fowler
202-548-4055
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"love one another as I have loved
you" (John 15:12).
Have a lovely weekend: ''Do everything in love" (I Corinthians
16:14), not just today, tommorrow, Sunday & Monday, but
EVERYDAY. To GOD, everyday
is Valentine's Day to because HE
loves us that much. "the greatest
commandment of all is love" (I
Corinthians 13:13).
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The Student
Health Center
will conduct
free & confidential Rapid
HIV Testing
every day from
10 am - 2 pm
beginning on
February 15,
2005. Call for
appointments at
(202)806-7540.
SHC is located
at 2139 Georgia
Ave. NW, 2nd
Floor.

